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ABSTRACT
Texts—Textures—Intertexts:
The Orchestral Worlds of Brian Cherney
Matthew Ricketts

This essay traces the development of the orchestral music of Brian Cherney (b. 1942,
Peterborough ON). While not a comprehensive overview of his entire catalogue of orchestral
works, I show the emergence of Cherney’s characteristic approach to the medium through the
framework of extra-musical poetic texts, a painterly approach to orchestral textures, and a
penchant for spinning intricate networks of self-quotation and references to extant musics
(intertexts). Beginning with early student works (Chapter One: Two Songs for Soprano and
Orchestra, 1963; Violin Concerto, 1963) and emergent transitional works (Chapter Two: Seven
Images, 1971; Adieux, 1980), my tripartite framework culminates in Chapter Three with
Cherney’s orchestral masterpiece, Transfiguration (1990). Reference is made to the musicophilosophical work of Theodor Adorno, Daniel Albright and Carolyn Abbate et al., alongside a
host of musicological and music-theoretical sources. Further informed by details drawn from
Cherney’s autobiographical sketches and lengthy correspondences with the author, I investigate
these works with a hermeneutics which seeks to both draw out and draw together Cherney’s
expressive reticence, imaginative fecundity and finely-honed technical prowess.
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TEXTS—TEXTURES—INTERTEXTS
The Orchestral Worlds of Brian Cherney
INTRODUCTION
Brian Cherney (b. 1942, Peterborough, Ontario) is a Canadian composer whose
music is marked by an acute sensitivity to time, timbre, and cultural memory. These
elements most idiosyncratically combine in several of his large-scale orchestral works,
where the passing of time on both a local level (e.g. formal proportions) and on the
broader level of history (accessed fleetingly through musical allusions) are collapsed
together in a soundscape populated by [clock-] ticking, [bell-] tolling, shattered fragments
of quotations, and a pervasive illusion of distance. Cherney’s studies with Samuel Dolin
at the Royal Conservatory of Music and John Weinzweig at the University of Toronto
throughout the 1960s focused primarily on technical aspects of musical structure, often
from a serial perspective; later experiences more formative to his aesthetic sensibilities
include encounters with George Crumb (Interlochen, Michigan, 1961), trips to Darmstadt
(1966, 1969) and close study of the music of Claude Debussy, Bela Bartók, Olivier
Messiaen, and Elliott Carter.
Cherney has taught at McGill University (Montréal, Québec) since 1972, steadily
establishing a reputation as an insightful pedagogue, a renowned scholar of Canadian
music and an internationally-renowned composer. Cherney’s catalogue of over one
hundred works include multiple concertos, large-scale orchestral works, and a
particularly rich collection of chamber music, including six string quartets, vocal music
and solo works. While the majority of scholarship on Cherney acknowledges the
important role of timbre, quotation, and a “rigorously organized harmonic language and

1

carefully planned temporal proportions”1 across all of these works, I aim to show the
interconnectedness of each element in relation to his development and emergence as a
singular artistic voice. More specifically, my thesis focuses on the role of extra-musical
texts, orchestral textures and intra-musical quotations (intertexts) in Cherney’s uniquely
poetic aesthetic.
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
There are many theories about the modus and goal of music that stress
music’s essentially expressive character. And there are others that stress
its essentially inexpressive character […] but just as painting is neither
essentially representational nor essentially nonrepresentational, so music is
neither expressive nor inexpressive. Expressiveness and inexpressiveness
are two standard moments in music’s development; neither is an essential
property…
—Daniel Albright, Panaesthetics2
Music is irrevocably prone to such debates concerning meaning, representation
and expression, and much ink has been spilled attempting to resolve them. In the present
thesis I propose making productive use of these unresolved tensions, not through
resolution but by rephrasing the question as: how do particular texts, textures and
intertexts conjure a field of possible meanings, professed representations and felt
expressions in Brian Cherney’s orchestral music? My perspective does not assume that
any of these elements are so easily detached—I see their interconnectedness as central to
both the experience and the analysis of any art. I aim to recombine and gently collide

1

Bruce Mather, “Brian Cherney” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
accessed April 2, 2017), http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/44095.
2

Daniel Albright, Panaesthetics (New Haven: Yale University Press: 2014), 149.
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certain paradigmatic “moments in music’s development” with a variety of interpretive
strategies made possible through both critical theory and musicology.
In pursuing these analyses I presuppose three interrelating claims:
I: Orchestral music strongly elicits visual/spatial experiential metaphors.
II: Text and music are inevitably bound.
III: All music is already meta-music, but certain pieces of music underscore this aspect
through quotation, dialogue or other forms of intertextuality.
***
I: Orchestral music strongly elicits visual/spatial experiential metaphors.

With this instrumental work Haydn has created an
entirely new kind of Romantic painting for the eye…
—from an 1802 review of The Creation3

Unique among instrumental genres, orchestral music elicits visual/spatial modes
of listening. I argue that beyond mere amplification, the dramatic increase in the size of
the symphony orchestra throughout the nineteenth century enabled composers to partition
sound strata into highly differentiated fore-, middle- and backgrounds, further
encouraging a painterly approach to sound and space.
Much can be said about the history of experiential metaphors in music reception
and theory. Recent work such as Holly Watkins’ Metaphors of Depth in German Musical
Thought (Cambridge University Press, 2011) traces some of this history quite

3

In Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung Jahrg. 4, trans. by the author (March 1802), 389.
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specifically; others, like Daniel Albright’s Panaesthetics (Yale University Press, 2014)
take a more general approach to the issue of medias vs. sensory modalities. Albright
suggests that art’s “transmedial impulses” must largely arise from our own
synaesthetically inclined perception; yet some arts simply map more intuitively, more
richly, onto other medias or modalities. The music-as-visual/spatial metaphor, for
instance, informs nearly all of our musical vocabulary, from timbre (e.g. bright-to-dark)
to tessitura (e.g. high-to-low; wide-vs.-open) to structure (e.g. Schenkerian fore-, middleand background); the spatial representations of tonal [key] hierarchies of Hugo Riemann
and later Neo-Riemannian theory; the work of Carol Krumhansl, Roger Shepard, Fred
Lerdahl’s Tonal Pitch Space, and beyond.
One particular mode of the spatial conceptualization is depth-as-distance.
Nineteenth century orchestral music, with its ever-larger amassing of instruments, was
paradoxically prone to produce sophisticated illusions of spatial distance, often with an
emphasis on “loud music heard from afar.” Rather than merely offering louder sonic
possibilities, the Romantic orchestra proved a means for composers to achieve finely
nuanced degrees and varieties of quietness, stillness, and distance-from-sounding-source
(rather like the long, disappearing perspective lines in the visual arts): sound is thus made
three-dimensional. Adorno identified this tendency with Germanic strains of music
culminating in Wagner: “Until its dissolution with Schreker, the Neo-German school
remained loyal to the idea of ‘distant sound,’ as the source of acoustic delusion; in it
music pauses and is made spatial.”4 Berlioz is an archetypical non-German example: in

4

Theodor Adorno, In Search of Wagner, trans. Randy Livingstone (London: Verso, 1981), 75 [emphasis added].
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the second movement of Symphonie Fantastique, for instance, Berlioz manipulates his
large orchestra to produce the illusion of overhearing loud and joyous music from a
distance, possibly from the other side of a window. This particular effect of feigned
spatial distance is obsessively explored in Wagner, where the idea of overhearing distant
music not only informs the positions of the instruments (literally placed further away, as
in the use of offstage brass) but alters the very orchestral fabric (using mutes,
‘phantasmagoric’ flickering and unusual instrumental doublings) to further a music-fromafar illusion. Perhaps the most extreme extension of such illusions of distance belongs to
the colossal symphonic worlds of Mahler, whose music I argue Cherney shares a genetic
link with.
Considering the orchestral medium itself, the pictorial program of certain
orchestral compositions or genres (i.e. tone poems), and above all the perceptive
capability—if not tendency—to conceptualize music visually, composers and theorists
have recently formulated the concept of the soundscape. The original term was coined by
R. Murray Schafer, although his usage is typically limited to the realm of acoustic
ecology or acousmatic works. Schafer’s work will still enter into my analyses but rather
than risk misusing the soundscape concept, I propose the term musical landscape to
describe the immersive qualia of orchestral music whereby composers awaken,
manipulate and furnish certain ‘interior geographies’ with music. The mind’s actual inner
workings with regard to music cognition is an ongoing investigation,5 yet such interior

5

For instance, Lerdahl states that while tonal hierarchy “can be modeled by a multidimensional space in which
spatial distance equals cognitive distance, […] we [still] do not know how the brain calculates cognitive distance.” Fred
Lerdahl, Tonal Pitch Space (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 46.

5

geographies of the mind remains an enduring descriptive/poetic metaphor for ways we
might experience [orchestral] music. Such compelling conceptualizations help to describe
the experience of music, particularly the richly textured, highly spatialized and immersive
realm of orchestral music; indeed, this unfolding before us, both filmic and dreamlike,
can feel like entering a sort of virtual reality. We often speak about being “in the world”
of Mahler or Wagner or Debussy.6
Composers have clearly been acutely aware of these visual/spatial
conceptualizations and have used them to fashion magnificent aural illusions, types of
orchestral trompe l’oreille. Whether the compositional conceptualization music-asspatial/visual or the corresponding “receptive” (audience-centered) conceptualization
came first is impossible to know. Perhaps composers have learned to think music visually
through notation; though notation was first born of mnemonic needs, it remained no mere
shorthand for musical performances but became a [visual] art in its own right. Even
beyond so-called augenmusik (“eye music”), the visual art aspect of musical scores
constitutes its own parallel history alongside the performative art aspect of music. I will
show how these various visual/spatial aspects coalesce in the orchestral music of Brian
Cherney as both score [visual art-] works and experiential [musical] worlds.

6

In this sense, Karol Berger’s assertion that “[art]works have worlds” cannot be taken literally enough. Berger’s
theory separates out the work at hand (typically the material) from the imaginative world that the given set of wood,
canvas and oil invokes. Viewers thus access the world through its work; the two remain distinct though symbiotically
intertwined. This partition is particularly pressing (if not uniquely challenging) considering music’s ineffability.
Describing music’s “world” spatially/visually grounds the experience of a work. Karol Berger, A Theory of Art (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 18-19.
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II: Text and music are inevitably bound.
The orchestra indisputably possesses a faculty of speech,
and the creations of modern instrumental music have disclosed it to us.
—Richard Wagner, “The Artwork of the Future” (1849)7
You can't say it that way any more.
—John Ashbery, “And Ut Pictura Poesis Is Her Name” (1977)8

Debates about music’s representational or expressive capacities typically cluster
around issues of text. For instance: can text adequately describe music? how might text
generate music? does text or music have primacy in texted music genres? In actuality,
music’s capacity to entertain programmatic, text-representational (“extra-musical”)
meanings coexists tensely with the formalist position that music means nothing beyond
its own abstract, self-referential limits. As mentioned, Albright considers these two
standard moments in music’s development, not properties inherent to the medium itself.
The most substantial representational moment surely first occurred when Renaissance
Humanists considered how music might channel the human passions; later developments
considered the connection between music and rhetoric. Eventually, with the rise of the
public concert in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, music aspired to even greater
degrees of communicability. Yet these moments never fully displaced the notion that
music was incapable of representing anything at all: in Romantic musical thought, for

7

Richard Wagner, “The Artwork of the Future” in Wagner: On Music And Drama, ed. Albert Goldman & Evert
Sprinchorn, trans. H Ashton Ellis (New York: Da Capo Press, 1964), 217.
8

John Ashbery, “And Ut Pictura Poesis Is Her Name” in Houseboat Days (New York: Penguin, 1977), 45.
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instance, the two moments seemed to simultaneously reach a kind of fevered zenith with
the text-drunk, representational world of Wagner, and its chief antagonist Eduard
Hanslick (and the music he championed, namely Brahms). The legacy of such debates
haunt the twentieth century, renewed most passionately by Stravinsky (assuming the
formalist position) and eventually finding fertile breeding ground in the representationphobic High Modernism of Darmstadt and its satellite locales. Composers have
developed a variety of strategies for addressing the general crisis of meaning in music,
including the development of secret programs (Berg, Lyrische Suite), a return to
expressionism (Penderecki, Threnody to the Victims of Hiroshima), the dialogic collages
of postmodernism (Rochberg, Music for the Magic Theatre), the rise again of
unproblematically texted music genres (the operas and vocal music of Britten) and so on.
In the early 1960s this crisis must have weighed heavily on the mind and
development of a young Brian Cherney, studying at the Royal Conservatory of Music in
Toronto. I quote at length from Cherney’s autobiographical sketch of this period as it
aptly touches on so many of these issues and anxieties—that of representation and
meaning—in the context of High Modernist sensibilities:
As a very young and naïve would-be composer in the early 1960s in Toronto, I
certainly concentrated on writing a melodic line as the first step in composing a
piece. But there was more involved than choosing pitches and rhythms and
urging the resulting line to move on. The music was also, at least initially, a
vehicle for the expression of “feelings”; it had an “overlay”, an agenda which
might be about the various stages of life or even the current state of the world.
An early effort, a Duo for violin and cello, was intended to be a multimovement affair with a grandiose program. My composition teacher, Samuel
Dolin, was not amused and pointed out that something on the scale of a Strauss
tone poem would be required. Another very early work, a Sonata for Violin
and Piano, was an expression of my feelings about the current state of the
world—this was during the height of the Cold War, after all. Sam did not
encourage me to continue with this kind of semi-programmatic approach to
composition and until about 1970 I wrote what would be considered “absolute”

8

music—music which was not, at least consciously, associated with any kind of
extra-musical association. With several exceptions, I wrote mostly instrumental
music during the 1960s and concentrated on developing my writing skills in
terms of structure, colour, rhythmic language and so on. My language became
influenced by visits to Europe in 1966 and 1969 and I worked on developing a
newer approach to texture, rhythm and colour instead.9
This early moment of teacherly scolding recalls Ashbery’s brusque pronouncement: you
can't say it that way anymore. Ashbery’s poem mockingly takes its title from the Latin
aesthetic decree most famously attributed to Horace (Ut pictura poesis—“as is painting,
so is poetry,” a potent little slogan which sparked centuries of debate). In the context of
Ashbery’s poem it is clear that he is deflating the view that poetry must imitate nature in
order to be beautiful, perhaps offering his own otherworldly brand of surrealism as relief
from the so-called Confessional poets of the preceding decades. One senses Cherney’s
anxiety about cultivating a personal voice in his music ca. 1960, bracketing off the
expression of “feelings” in characteristic scare quotes. The comparison to Strauss (then
dead only some ten years but already démodé) must have particularly stung.
Yet the seemingly inevitable binding of text and music (and the seemingly
unending debate about this very bind) soon flooded back into Cherney’s musical world,
eventually becoming one of his central concerns in developing new strategies for textual
engagement and representation. His own program notes abound with references to Eliot,
Rilke, Mallarmé and Yeats. His evocative titles readily welcome poetic, extra-musical
readings. And musical quotations of both his own earlier works, classical music
(Schumann, Mahler, Schubert—typically texted works like lieder) and folk-inspired
simulacrums (often involving recognizable markers of Jewish musical identity) together

9

Brian Cherney, lecture given at University of Toronto, April 2006 (unpublished).
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raise questions about how text informs Cherney’s music from either the creative or
receptive perspective. The earlier incident with Samuel Dolin, the general intellectual
climate of the 1960s, and his subsequent trips to Europe to develop new approaches to
“texture, rhythm and colour instead” suggest a budding unease about “programmatic
music,” but Cherney’s early proclivity survived, and indeed thrived: text clearly means a
great deal to Brian Cherney and his music. By the early 1970s he recalls how “certain
‘poetic’ elements began to sneak into the music I wrote, albeit in relatively discreet
ways.”10 Just how these texted, representational elements once forced underground found
their way back into his music is one of the central explorations of this thesis.
After its nineteenth-century heyday, the issue of narrativity in music—that is,
how either sonic states or sonic event sequences come to be perceived as meaningful
narrative totalities11—has experienced a recent surge of interest in the late twentiethcentury writings of Peter Kivy (Sound and Semblance: Some Reflections on Musical
Representation, 1984), Jean-Jacques Nattiez (Music and Discourse: Toward a Musical
Semiology, 1987), Jann Pasler (e.g. “Narrative and Narrativity in Music,” 1989 and
“Postmodernism, Narrativity, and the Art of Memory,” 1993), Kofi Agawu (Playing With
Signs, 1991), and Carolyn Abbate (Unsung Voices, 1991), among others. Lawrence
Kramer detected this trend and summarized it aptly in his “Musical Narratology” chapter
of Classical Music and Postmodern Knowledge (1995): “As discontent with the

10

Ibid.

11

Jann Pasler writes: “A narrative is [. . .] a kind of structure. As a structure, considered by some as independent of
any medium, it must have wholeness (in that its events must be related or mutually entailing), transformation, and selfregulation (i.e., self-maintenance and closure, that is, all transformations must engender only elements already within
the system.” Jann Paster, “Narrative and Narrativity in Music” in Writing Through Music: Essays on Music, Culture,
and Politics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 31 [emphasis added].
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conceptual and ideological impasses of formalist approaches to music has grown [. . .]
narratological models have come to seem increasingly attractive as means of endowing
untexted Euro-American art music with human content.”12 Indeed, Kramer is registering
his own discontent here; likewise Abbate and Nattiez seem skeptical about this trend
even while contributing to it in their idiosyncratic ways. Abbate states outright that the
nineteenth-century model for musical narrativity (that of narrative-as-“event sequence”)
is paradoxically limited because of its “interpretive promiscuity”13—that is, this
conceptualization of narrative is vague enough to apply to any music and thus
impoverishes interpretive precision. Nattiez’s semiotic approach finds music’s narrative
capabilities rather poor: “Music is not a narrative, but an incitement to make narrative, to
comment, to analyze. We could never overemphasize the difference between music, and
music as the object of metalanguages to which it gives rise.”14 Albright notes that
literary/textual intrusions into music usually result in some sort of break at music’s
limits; Kramer similarly writes: “Music that represents too much risks becoming
unmusical.”15 Such unmusical (or extra-musical) fissures, when an instrumental work
seems to speak most clearly, are music at its very breaking point. (Abbate is also
interested in “uncanny” moments of narrative-as-fissure, which she considers quite rare.)

12

Lawrence Kramer, Classical Music and Postmodern Knowledge (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995),

98.
13

Carolyn Abbate, Unsung Voices (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), xi [emphasis added].

14

Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Music and Discourse: Toward a Semiology of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1987), 129.
15

Lawrence Kramer, Classical Music and Postmodern Knowledge (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995),

67.
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Still, these theorists agree that music is semantically charged. Some of their
conclusions overlap, converge or contradict each other, and many of their methodologies
diverge radically, but a general picture emerges: that musical works activate different
modes of representation. This expanded conception of narrativity encompasses
isomorphic vs. pictorial (onomatopoetic) representations (Kivy), noumenal vs.
phenomenal musics (Abbate)16, narrative incitements vs. narrative programs (Nattiez,
Albright), etc. I will freely draw upon these concepts to trace the path of Cherney’s initial
rejection of literary/narrative depictions and later rediscovery of text as a kind of musicgenerating muse, considering what sort of interpretive/hermeneutic strategies might be
called upon to hear them in light of a re-imagined narrativity.
III: All music is already meta-music, but certain pieces of music underscore this aspect
through quotation, dialogue or other forms of intertextuality.

—Richard Strauss, “Im Abendrot” from Vier letzte Lieder (1947),
quoting Tod und Verklärung (1888)

Musical texts speak among themselves.
—Michael L. Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (2005)17

16
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intertextuality in music intertexts this very quote at the start of Intertextuality in Western Art Music.
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The intertext concept was first developed by philosopher/theorist Julia Kristeva in
1966 to describe, in poststructuralist terms, the interpenetrating and promiscuous play of
signs and codes, in and between texts, which both constitute and defer signification.18
Roland Barthes most famously employed the concept in his distinction between text and
work: “the work is a fragment of substance, occupying a part of the space of books (in a
library for example), the Text is a methodological field.”19 Later in the same essay
Barthes writes: “The Text is plural. Which is not simply to say that it has several
meanings, but that it accomplishes the very plural of meaning […] not on the ambiguity
of its contents but on what might be called the stereographic plurality of its weave of
signifiers.”20 (The imagery of fields and fabrics is evidently important to my study too.)
This concept is central to both poststructuralist theory and postmodern art, and
their predilection for pastiche and collage genres, almost to the point of banality: Sianne
Ngai calls attention to how the “presumably ideal situation for the literary critic reading
late twentieth-century avant-garde poetry […] leads to what can only be described as a
certain redundancy or obviousness when the two discourses are placed in dialogue with
each other now.”21 The perhaps too-coincidental collision of poststructuralism and
postmodern praxis has certainly created a profusion of intertextually-minded literary
theory. Also in the vein of poetry, for instance, Marjorie Perloff has referred to poetic
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Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1980).
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intertexts as examples of citationality—the particular poetic response to the postmodern
quotational impulse—in the digital/internet realm, though she also draws in earlier
examples from Cage, Benjamin and Eliot et al.22 Umberto Eco’s classic The Open Work
(1962) also explores musical intertexts but from the perspective of indeterminacy
(focusing mainly on Boulez, Stockhausen and Berio). The intertext concept’s influence
on music theory proper is evident in the theorization of dialogic form in James Hepokoski
and Warren Darcy's sprawling Elements of Sonata Theory (2006), although as a sonata
form-specific study it does not deal with music later than Sibelius. Echoing Eco, Barthes
and Kristeva, they write:
The composer generates a sonata—which we regard as a process, a linear
series of compositional choices—to enter into a dialogue with an intricate
web of interrelated norms as an ongoing action in time. The acoustic
surface of any sonata form […] sets forth the sonic traces of this
individualized, processual dialogue, one that, from the standpoint of
reception, it is the task of the analyst to reinvigorate.23
Dialogic forms are limited in this context to more rigid eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury genres like symphony, sonata and concerto. And although Beethoven’s formal
audacity may put a work like the Eroica in dialogue with the symphonies of Mozart and
Haydn, the resultant intertext (Beethoven↔Mozart↔Haydn) is not what I have in mind
by using the term. Musical intertexts whereby a musical “text” suddenly appears to open
into another, extant musical text, have curiously not been given the treatment they
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warrant. Perhaps, like Abbate’s conception of musical narrative, these moments are
actually quite rare; yet musical intertexts, either in the form of self-quotation or historical
allusion, play a central role in Cherney’s work. Consider for a moment the oft-repeated
observation about post-tonal composers: that for lack of an inherited language, they have
had to create for themselves new tools with which to fashion their music. The modern
composer thus seemingly creates their own tradition. In this light, dialogic form can be
reimagined here as personal intertexts across a single composer’s own history. Mahler’s
music may have been the first to do this in an extreme and self-conscious way: coming at
a historical moment where the pressures of modernism threatened music’s relationship to
history (and the resultant breakdown of both language and forms), Mahler’s symphonies
engage in dialogic intertextuality with Mahler’s own earlier symphonies and lieder.
Musical texts truly do appear to speak among themselves. When the violins intone a
quotation from the fourth song of Kindertotenlieder during the final pages of the 9th
Symphony, the intertext potently suggests a moment in which Mahler confronts his own
history analogous to those dialogic forms of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
composers unavailable to Mahler ca. 1910. If the poststructuralist usage of intertext
suggests a plurality of meanings arising from a text’s porousness, musical intertexts can
likewise be understood as suggestive sites where signification occurs not in a work but
across multiple works. This particular type of musical semiotics was already proposed by
Leonard Ratner’s Topic Theory,24 later expanded by musical semioticians such as Kofi
Agawu and Wye Jamison Allanbrook, et al. Indeed, that all music seems to function
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semiotically simply by participating in the very category of music, and all of its manifold
subgenres or topics (symphony; fugue; pastoral) should not detract from the novelty
when works foreground the intertextual nature of art, making that nature its subject rather
than a mere precondition. Considering Nattiez’s problematization of music’s
representative capacities, such intertextual moments present us with a potent rejoinder:
music may well be unable to represent anything outside of itself (beyond the
onomatopoetic), but music is highly capable of “representing” other works of music, and
thus activating rich potentialities of meaning through the opening of secret networks
across different works, cultures or histories.
I show how moments of intertext throughout Cherney’s orchestral works relate to
and involve claims I and II; that is, the music-as-landscape conceptualization (I) and
music’s special but limited capacity for narration/representation ultimately causing
breaks at music’s limits (II). These coalesce in unique, isolated but vital moments
whereby the orchestral texture seems to tear, revealing older musics “beneath” the
surface. The texture has torn to reveal intertexts, like fissures in a landscape exposing
chthonic strata. Cherney’s music often takes as its subject time’s corrosive effects on
memory, akin to an eroded “memory screen” rendered audible (cf. Elliott Carter’s
concept of the “time screen”); this further relates to Freud’s theory of screen memories,
whereby a seemingly trivial memory from childhood is revealed to be an unconscious
fiction which “screens” another (possibly painful) memory. Cherney’s engagement with
lieder becomes disturbing in this light considering how, for instance, the Holocaust and
memory run thematically through a number of his works.
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CHAPTER OVERVIEW
Chapter 1: The Influence Of Anxiety: 1962-1964
Alongside a pair of “absolute music” orchestral works from the 1960s, the young Brian
Cherney wrote a diptych for soprano and chamber orchestra setting Rilke (Two Songs for
Soprano and Chamber Orchestra, 1962-3). The year of its completion he also wrote a
substantial Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, cast in traditional 3-movement form.
Having previously encountered George Crumb, and already in the midst of studies with
Samuel Dolin, these works display the “anxiety of influence” (cf. Harold Bloom)
alongside a more generalized influence of anxiety apropos the development of a personal
voice. I analyze the Two Songs and the concerto in light of the influence and tutelage of
Dolin and Weinzweig, the music of Mahler, and the model concerti of Bartók and Berg.
The Two Songs of Rilke (particularly II) and the presence of waltz-like material in the
concerto, related to Berg’s quotation of a Carinthian folk melody, embody a number of
poetic, extra-musical elements which subtly suggest the later style to come.

Chapter 2: Style, Emerging: 1966-1980
In Seven Images for Twenty-two Players (1971), an abstract engagement with invented,
evocative titles suggesting nature imagery, poetically pictorial spaces, nostalgia and the
passing of time (“Whispy fragments of yesterday”; “…..And Time rings slowly”; “wild
birds crying in far-off places”) proved a potent catalyst: Cherney would arguably never
write “absolute music” again. This early piece also contains some of his first use of
unusual notation techniques (recalling Crumb)—in the second movement, for instance,
“whispy fragments of yesterday” are revealed as though the score surface has been
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dissolved away (in later works this notational effect will be transformed into an aural
one). The burgeoning harmonic clarity displays a sensitivity to the music-as-landscape
conceptualization: “time is made spatial” through drones, harmonically static oscillations,
ritualistic repetitions, registral extremes and distant quietude. Many of these elements are
fully realized in Adieux (1980), the first orchestral piece in his mature style. Hebraic
allusions and self-quotation also suggestively populate these landscapes for the first time.

Chapter 3: Transfiguration: 1990
Transfiguration (1990) is one of Cherney’s largest, most ambitious works to date. Scored
for large orchestra, Transfiguration explores how memories transfigure (transform,
distort) reality, and what that might sound like. Weaving together a dizzying mise-enabyme of quotations from the repertoire, folk simulacrums and Cherney’s earlier music
(including the viola work Shekhinah from 1988), the orchestral texturing is manipulated
to alternately obscure and reveal material both directly and indirectly related to the
Holocaust. The fleeting figure of this unknown woman is represented in the way material
is transfigured (lost, reemerging, lost again) throughout the work. This chapter focuses
solely on Transfiguration as an apotheosis of Cherney’s musical interests and extramusical concerns.
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CHAPTER 1: The Influence Of Anxiety: 1962-1964
1.1 INTRODUCTION: SCENE? WHAT SCENE?
About 1950 there appeared to be, in musical style, a complete break with
what had gone before because of the sudden burst on the Canadian scene
of avant-garde music. It was hard to imagine Canadian music without the
“revolutionary” Violet Archer (b. 1913), Jean Coulthard (b. 1908), Jean
Papineau-Couture (b. 1916), Harry Somers (b. 1925), Jean Vallerand (b.
1915), John Weinzweig (b. 1913), and many other young composers. We
seemed to witness the beginning of Canadian composition; until then
Canada seemed to have been merely a haven for semi-retired British
organists and Paris-trained harmony teachers who dabbled in composition
in their spare time, writing in an outworn idiom…
—Helmut Kallmann, Mapping Canada’s Music25
Musical historiography in Canada typically combines two of our less palatable
national pastimes: apologizing, and harboring inferiority complexes. Kallmann’s sketch
of mid-century Canadian music is exemplary in this regard: the doubtful framing of
“revolutionary” in quotations (implying what? that the music of Archer, Weinzweig,
Somers et al. was not really revolutionary, merely instigating? Or not “revolutionary”
compared to the more radical, earlier works of the truly revolutionary Stravinsky or
Schoenberg?) and ambivalent use of seemed (twice, in clunky anaphora) bespeak both a
lack of conviction and an almost ironic belittlement of artists on both sides of that
watershed moment of 1950.26 And what of those “semi-retired British organists and
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Paris-trained harmony teachers” anyway?27 Neither true Canadians nor true composers,
mere transplanted European hobbyists? Between the secondhand “revolution” of 1950
and the “outworn idiom” it replaced, there isn’t any apparent room for the kind of epochmaking heroes history is fond of casting in its leading roles. Without [fore]fathers there
can be no rebellion—no bold heroism, no true revolutions, no anxieties of influence, just
closets to tumble out of rather sheepishly (or, to quote Schafer, rheumatically).
Is this either fair or accurate? More pressingly, can we now avoid writing
Canada’s musical history—even our small but pivotal sliver of it—without falling back
on these familiar modes, which themselves seem to perpetuate the very practices they aim
to merely describe? While the extent to which history-telling either reflects or actually
shapes praxis is debatable, a vicious feedback loop is observable in writing about music
in Canada and actual Canadian musical practices alike. So, did timid sentiments about
Canadian music produce timid Canadian music, or do these sentiments arise from an
impossible situation: the creation, within the relatively slim history of a few hundred
years, of an authentic, unique and stable music culture, in a country alleged to be both
culturally and geographically inhospitable? What ‘seems’ more cruel here: the demands
of historiography or the nature of the historical reality it describes?
While one might expect a more sympathetic portrait to come from Canada’s own
composers, this isn’t necessarily so:
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Paul Helmer’s Growing with Canada: The Émigré Tradition in Canadian Music (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s
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Why did we have to wait so long [to develop a music culture]? Has it to do
with our history? Canada was not colonized by the School of Giorgione or
the sons of J.S. Bach. Our forefathers were Philistines. Not the fusty and
neutral kind of Philistine you meet today, but dedicatedly hostile, thermic
Philistines. Emigrants to Canada came not to propagate European culture
but to escape it. From them we have inherited our suspicion of art.28
This position is decidedly extreme, though (like any fable) not without a modicum of
truth. Early French and British settlers of New France and the North West Territories
must certainly have had more immediate concerns than nurturing the delicate buds of an
emergent music culture. A well-known case study complicates this, however: most
famously, a certain “Music Teacher in Quebec” (a German émigré who also composed
sporadically—in other words, a dabbler) who sought out Beethoven back on home
territory and even had the audacity to ask him for something like a musical autograph:
Vienna; December 14, 1825
Highly honored Sir!
When I took the liberty to visit you the other day, I held back from you a wish, which I hereby
submissively dare to put before you in this letter. After my departure from here I will never again have
the good fortune to be near you. Pardon me therefore, if I present to you a little page from my autograph
book to be filled in: my return trip from here covers a distance of almost 3,000 hours, and when I am
home, this will always remain a precious document for me. I consider myself fortunate to have seen
several of Europe’s famous composers, whom I knew in America from their works, and will be proud to
be able to say to my friends there, who are likewise your admirers: “Look, Beethoven wrote this for me
from his great soul!”
I beg that you might give me your kind answer by tomorrow, With great admiration,
Your most obedient servant,
Theodor Molt, Music Teacher in Quebec, North America29
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The result of this request is a tiny and rather unremarkable canon, “Freu’ dich des
Lebens!” (FIG. 1), which Beethoven penned two days later, sent to Molt (along with a
number of other minor items) and which eventually wound up at McGill’s own Lawrence
Lande Collection of Canadiana housed in Redpath Library.30
FIG. 1, Ludwig van Beethoven, “Freu’ dich des Lebens!” (1825)

Was Molt exaggerating the Québec chapter of Beethoven enthusiasts, those “friends
[back] there who are likewise your admirers,” to flatter the aged composer into providing
some priceless memorabilia? Or were the arts really flourishing among early émigré
communities in what would become, some forty years on, The Dominion of Canada?
In any case, the story is telling: Molt had to leave Quebec to seek out Europe’s
most famous musicians (he allegedly met Schubert and Carl Czerny as well) in order to
secure what amounted to a letter of reference from Ludwig van Beethoven—the same
sort of European-stamped credentials which North American composers would continue
to seek well into the twentieth century and beyond. In other words, where art music
flourished—if that is the proper word for the activities of “arts-hating Philistines” who
populated this continent—it indeed flourished as a transplanted model of European
culture. And just as the familiar story of American art music’s origins begins with the
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first successful cross-splicing of American folk musics—hymnals, pop ditties,
spirituals—into European genres (i.e. Charles Ives, around 1906), so too the question
“when does Canadian art music begin?” often looks to native cultures (First Nations,
Inuit, Métis) and white attempts at their musical integration (not to mention reappropriation). Schafer is once again extreme in his assessment of this in a 1961 essay
aptly titled “On the limits of nationalism in Canadian music,” written in terms he would
likely not stand by today:
Our truly indigenous and uncounterfeiting folk music is the music of our
Indians and Eskimos, but for ethnic and historical reasons it is not our
music and cannot be expected to signify any more to us than that of any
society which is not ours. Experiments at utilizing it, notably by John
Weinzweig, who collected much Eskimo music, have come to selfacknowledged failure, partly for this reason, and partly because the
Eskimos are such an astonishingly unmusical race that the composer really
has to wring his material to make it musically presentable. There is a
marked similarity between an Eskimo singing and Sir Winston Churchill
clearing his throat…”31
That a major intellectual, and one whose writings otherwise reveal a sophisticated and
learned mind open to the possibilities of new sounds, could dismiss an entire culture as
unmusical (that is, paradoxically not musical only according to the very terms he would
later work to dismantle) is more a testament to the cultural imperialism of the times than
to Schafer’s hypocrisy, or his even less savory casual racism. But between the equally
squeamish options of re-appropriation or outright dismissal of ‘ethnic’ idioms, and the
safer but much-lambasted reversion to the European motherland’s “outworn idioms” of
yesteryear, what sort of musical scene should be expected in early twentieth century
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Canadian music, before the Weinzweig revolution? Whither the Philistines or the
dilettantes?
It is perhaps too easy from our perspective to mock Schafer’s ignorance or
Kallmann’s timid tiptoeing, or, even easier, the earnestness with which some have
undertaken the project of crafting a uniquely Canadian music. A certain ambivalence
about the “national project” of Canadian music is certainly the dominant aftertaste after
nearly a century of asking What exactly is Canadian music? Yet there seemed a moment
when that inevitable ambivalence, postwar but not quite post-nationalist, wasn’t so
endemic. 1951 saw the founding of the Canadian League of Composers (by, among
others, Harry Somers, Samuel Dolin, and, naturally, John Weinzweig, its first president)
and a greatly expanded role of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in musical and
cultural life at large. And while Cherney himself lambasts the 1960s Toronto scene
compared to what he discovered at Darmstadt (“Toronto in 1966 was blissfully unaware
of most European developments at the time…”),32 his studies with Dolin and Weinzweig
place Cherney among the first generation of students to benefit from the newly
cosmopolitan outlook of composition in Canada. Cherney’s recollections of these years
of study paint a complex portrait of the prevailing attitudes around the Faculty of Music
at the University of Toronto and the Royal Conservatory of Music, then the two most
important academic institutions for composition in Toronto and perhaps the country.
Recalling Weinzweig’s penchant for bold dismissals, Cherney writes:
It was delivered with all of the assurance and authority of a judicial
pronouncement, just as he had often remarked to students that “we don’t
do it this way anymore”. Was this the royal “we”? Was it the “we” of the
32
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composers of his generation, the ones who had liberated creative music in
Canada from the British Empire and set it on the path to the new music?
(Of course, a few of them were not really liberated.)33
Old orthodoxies were vying with the new attitudes, which often took the form of new
orthodoxies. It was the influence of anxiety, then—around the emerging new music
scene, against the modernism of Europe and America, between the breakthrough
generation of teachers and their first generation of students, regarding the question of a
“national style” and so on—that might have been the most potent contributor to the
cultural climate a young Brian Cherney was first immersed in.

Revivals—Representations—Rilke—Religion
Cherney’s Two Songs for Soprano and Chamber Orchestra were written between
1962 and 1963, making them somewhat concurrent with the so-called Mahler Revival of
the 1960s. Gustav Mahler’s music had already enjoyed enthusiastic admiration in more
underground circles (see Adorno, Mahler: A Musical Physiognomy for instance)34; the
1960 centenary of Mahler’s birth, combined with the concerted efforts of fellow
conductor/composers like Leonard Bernstein and Benjamin Britten, among others,
sparked more widespread interest in the seemingly garish symphonic monstrosities of the
Late Romantic composer.
Mahler, problematically Jewish, cosmopolitan yet a child of the countryside,
poignantly pinched between an expressive Romanticism and modernistic reticence,
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proves an apt parallel to Cherney—Mahler, moreover, a composer whom Cherney
“admired enormously and still does (especially Das Lied von der Erde).”35 It was
Mahler’s influence which appears to have broken Cherney’s streak of abstract, “absolute
music” works of the early 1960s, works more concerned with fine-tuning technique:
Sam did venture the opinion that the piece [the “Cold War” Sonata for
Violin and Piano of 1961] was “very intense” but this was my last attempt
to express personal feelings for a long while. After that, I wrote a set of
Variations for Orchestra over the Christmas holidays at the end of 1961
[…] I remember that when I was writing this piece I looked at
Schoenberg’s Variations for Orchestra, as well as something of Webern,
and duly borrowed certain textures, rhythmic figures, etc. But this
consultation arose out of my own curiosity, not because Sam suggested I
should look at these works. After that, the next project was a Quintet for
Saxophone and String Quartet, performed in the spring of 1962, then Two
Songs for Soprano and Chamber Orchestra […] These were not 12-tone
by any means, rather influenced by Mahler […] Sam did not indicate one
way or another what he thought of these pieces.36
Cherney tellingly does not say how the orchestral songs were influenced by Mahler,
while the references to Schoenberg and Webern’s influences in the “absolute” Variations
for Orchestra (1961) are clear, and clearly technical: textures, rhythms, variation
procedures. More poetic than procedural, the traces of Mahler in Two Songs reveal a
composer confronting the issue of how the personal can be articulated, within a musical
culture then dominated by a discourse of technical rather than expressive strategies.
Mahler, and Das Lied von der Erde, point toward some of these strategies, most tellingly
in the choice of poetry (this was Cherney’s first experience setting text): setting Rilke can
be read as an analogue to Mahler's use of Chinese poetry, and general Orientalist motifs,
as a mask.
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Rilke’s evocative, mysterious poetry inspired a kind of poetic imprecision in
Cherney’s work—its setting ambiguous but atmospheric, vaguely pictorial yet decidedly
unprogrammatic. The reticent obscurity of the line Du hast so eine leise Art zu sein (“You
have this quiet way about you”), set in Song II, might stand in for the aesthetic as a
whole: a crafted mysticism, potent like the boiled-down clarity of Imagism but more
supernatural. This quality of otherworldliness recalls Mahler’s attraction to the not-I
narrative voice which speaks throughout Das Lied, where the pretense of Chinese poetry
pseudo-translated into German become an extension of Mahler’s own make-believe
universe. Nobody would be so naïve as to consider the Chinese elements in Das Lied
failed attempts at cultural appropriation: Mahler wears the costumes and masks of a
fictionalized Other in the same overtly self-conscious way that brackets off the ländlers,
fanfares and klezmer tunes with invisible quotation marks. Masks are already false: no
element of culture can be so ossified—their rigidity underscores this falseness. Mahler’s
attraction to Chinese poetry is all too evident in this light: the mask after all is not a
device for portraying another but rather a means of self-misrepresentation, particularly
poignant in light of Mahler’s troubled Jewish faith. Adorno furthers the Jewish dimension
of this conundrum of self-articulation/self-erasure: “Das Lied von der Erde has colonized
a white area of the intellectual atlas, where a porcelain China and the artificially red cliffs
of the Dolomites border on each other under a mineral sky. This Orient is
pseudomorphous also as a cover for Mahler’s Jewish element.”37
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While Cherney’s work would later connect with his own Judaism directly, the
setting of German poetry38 from Rilke's deeply spiritual, often theologically charged Das
Stunden-Buch functions like that mask of otherness Adorno identifies with Mahler.
Through this, Cherney was free to explore issues of expression (“to express personal
feelings”) and spirituality in a more covert way, including the spinning of orchestral
texture to atmospheric ends, a timbral sensitivity more coloristic than much mid-century
Canadian music, and the use of static harmonic fields.

Bach—Bartók—Berg—Boulez
Cherney’s expressive predicament may be contextualized within more general
streams of mid-century modernism, particularly the conflict of neoclassicism vs.
serialism, itself part of a larger European culture war which emerged in the aftermath of
Stunde Null (“zero hour”). The publication of Adorno’s Philosophy of New Music in 1949
while he was exiled in Los Angeles effectively transplanted the European debate to
America, solidifying the seemingly irreconcilable division between its most famous
protagonists, both also fresh American émigrés: Schoenberg, the representative of
“progress,” and Stravinsky, “restoration.” The choice thus presented between two camps
may feel particularly overstated in retrospect (see Straus, 1999: “The myth of serial
‘tyranny’ in the 1950s and 1960s”) but anecdotal evidence from the period, including
Cherney’s, stresses the divisive nature of the postwar arts crisis, whether under the guise
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of progress-vs.-restoration, serialism-vs.-tonality, uptown-vs.-downtown, academicismvs.-populism etc. And like the first generation of Weinzweig students in Toronto,39 the
conflict at large was often drawn not only around aesthetic lines but generational ones:
recall Boulez’s patricidal pronouncement “Schoenberg est mort” of 1952. The tensions
between vying orthodoxies Cherney detected in Toronto ca. 1960 had been brewing at
least some fifteen years.
A number of representative works from the period demonstrate, even
wholeheartedly embody, the challenge of the modernist impasse: Stravinsky’s Agon
(1953-57), which combines serial procedures with neoclassical diatonicism, scoring and
dance forms (sarabande, pas-de-deux); Boulez’s Le marteau sans maître (1955), with its
hermetic serial procedures and novel, sensual timbral combinations; and, somewhat
earlier but continuing to cause shockwaves into the 1950s, Berg’s Violin Concerto
(1935). Anthony Pople addresses the paradox of quarreling “postwar orthodoxies” with
regard to Berg’s concerto, one of the few twentieth century orchestral works to achieve
warhorse status which also, relatedly, is frequently singled out for its special status as a
serial crowd-pleaser—a status which either marks the work as successful or suspect.
Among the most dissenting voices is once again Boulez, who in 1948 declared the
concerto “a serious error” on account of the inclusion of the Bach chorale in an otherwise
serial context, famously concluding: “I believe that the twelve-tone language has more
pressing tasks than to tame a Bach Chorale.”40
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Weinzweig began teaching at the University of Toronto in 1952.
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As translated by Anthony Pople in Berg: Violin Concerto (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 96.
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Berg’s concerto—along with Bartók’s “No. 2” of 1938— is fittingly the most
overt model for Cherney’s hugely ambitious Violin Concerto of 1963, written
immediately following the Two Songs for Soprano and Chamber Orchestra. Cherney’s
concerto presents, in classic Bloomian “misreading,” a neat inversion of the Berg:
whereas the majority of the Berg concerto is serial, with the two controversial ‘extraserial’ (intertextual, tonal) interruptions by way of the Carinthian folk-tune and the
aforementioned Bach chorale, Cherney’s concerto is freely atonal throughout, but with
waltz-like episodes which utilize serial techniques. In other words, the Berg concerto is
serial with tonal intertexts while the Cherney is atonal with serial interruptions in the
guise of waltz intertexts. The effect is uncanny: the more familiar-seeming material (the
‘waltz topic’) turns out to be most esoteric in terms of design.41 The Bartók concerto also
stages an encounter between tonal and serial (that is, twelve-tone— perhaps more
accurately, highly chromatic) music. The exact inversion of Boulez’s attempt to ‘correct’
Berg’s serial-tonal hybridization, Bartók sought to “show Schoenberg that one can use all
twelve tones and still remain tonal,”42 so while Berg made serialism appear tonal, Bartók
made tonality appear twelve-tone. The Berg and Bartók thus considered are apt models
for Brian Cherney’s grappling with serial techniques and their integration with non-serial
material, the challenge of large-scale instrumental forms, and the attempt to create a
coherent but original harmonic language. And while the concerto does not bear strong
resemblance to the later mature style this thesis tracks, I will show how Cherney’s
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Schoenberg had accomplished something to this effect in the serial “dance suite” (Suite für Klavier, op. 25).
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As reported by the violinist Yehudi Menuhin. This anecdotal recollection is widely reproduced but the only source
seems to be Malcolm Gillies, Bartók Remembered (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1990), 185.
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aforementioned anxieties around the issue of musical meaning and representation
(apropos his lessons with Samuel Dolin and John Weinzweig’s conservative anticonservatism) were productively channeled into the development of a covert poeticism,
like the Mahlerian masks in the Rilke songs, which marked the turn from anti-Straussian
“absolute” music towards a more personal voice—one paradoxically marked by greater
introspection combined with a heightened communicability.

1.2 TWO SONGS FOR SOPRANO AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA (1963)
The poetry set in Two Songs is drawn from the first section of Rilke's Das StudenBuch (“The Book of Hours”), Das Buch vom Mönchischen Leben (“The Book of
Monastic Life”—see FIG. 2). For these two poems (originally Cherney had planned for
seven, somewhat closer to the six of Das Lied) Cherney fashioned succinct orchestral
settings. Written at the age of twenty, this early work features a lean, Classical-sized
orchestra with single winds, four brass and a fuller string complement to the point of
requiring violin divisi up to eight parts in the second song:
Flute (doubling piccolo)
Oboe
Clarinet
Bassoon
2 Horns (in F)
2 Trumpets (in C)
Timpani
Solo Soprano
Violin I (min. 4)
Violin II (min. 4)
Viola (number unspecified)
Cello (number unspecified)
Double Bass (number unspecified)
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Unlike the concerto, which would remain unplayed for some forty-two years, the Two
Songs were performed by members of the [now defunct] CBC Orchestra conducted by
Ettore Mazzoleni in March 1963.43 A recording of this performance recently surfaced on
the Canadian Music Center’s website after having been missing for many years.
The aforementioned links to Mahler’s Das Lied (orchestral songs with alternating
tenor and soprano solos) can be found more specifically in the second and final songs
(“Der Einsame Im Herbst” and “Der Abschied”—that is, two of the three Das Lied songs
with soprano) which connect most directly to the second of Cherney’s Two Songs, whose
autumnal text also appears the most Das Lied-esque (compare English translations of the
opening of Cherney’s second song with the opening of Mahler's second song, FIG. 3).
FIG. 2, Text plan, Two Songs for Soprano and Chamber Orchestra (Rilke, translated by Robert Bly)44
I.
Mein Leben ist nicht diese steile Stunde,
darin du mich so eilen siehst.
Ich bin ein Baum vor meinem Hintergrunde,
ich bin nur einer meiner vielen Munde
und jener, welcher sich am frühsten schließt.
Ich bin die Ruhe zwischen zweien Tönen,
die sich nur schlecht aneinander gewöhnen:
denn der Ton Tod will sich erhöhn Aber im dunklen Intervall versöhnen
sich beide zitternd.
Und das Lied bleibt schön.

II.
Es larmt das Licht im Wipfel deines Baumes
und macht dir alle Dinge bunt und eitel,
sie finden dich erst, wenn der Tag verglomm.
Die Dammerung, die Zartlichkeit des Raumes,
legt tausend Hande iiber tausend Scheitel,
und unter ihnen wird das Fremde fromm.
Du willst die Welt nicht anders an dich halten
als so, mit dieser sanftesten Gebarde.
Aus ihren Himmeln greifst du dir die Erde
und fiihlst sie unter deines Mantels Falten.
Du hast so eine leise Art zu sein.
Und jene, die dir laute Namen weihn,
sind schon vergessen deiner Nachbarschaft.
Von deinen Handen, die sich bergig heben,
steigt, unsern Sinnen das Gesetz zu geben,
mit dunkler Stirne deine stumme Kraft.
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Brian Cherney, “Composition Adventures with Dolin and Weinzweig” (unpublished).
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Rainer Maria Rilke, Selected Poems of Rainer Maria Rilke, trans. Robert Bly (New York: Harper and Row, 1981),
30-31.
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My life is not this steeply sloping hour,
in which you see me hurrying.
Much stands behind me:
I stand before it like a tree.
I am only one of my many mouths,
and at that, the one that will be
still the soonest.
I am the rest between two notes,
which are somehow always in discord
because Death’s note wants to climb over—
but in the dark interval, reconciled,
they stay there trembling.
And the song goes on, beautiful.

Leaf-light rustles in your canopy
and things glitter in it frivolously
and only find you as the day fades;
twilight and its tender extents lay
a thousand hands on thousand heads, and under
them the unregenerate alien in us prays.
You’d have the world near you no other way
but by this gentlest gesture. For you take
the earth to yourself out of its heaven’s skies
and hold it close, enfolded in your cloak.
You have this quiet way about you. And those who
would consecrate a blare of divine names
are already alienated from your environs.
Arising from your mountain-folded hands,
in darkness of thought your silent power plans
the gift unto our minds of your commands

FIG. 3, Rilke—Bethge comparison
Leaf-light rustles in your canopy
and things glitter in it frivolously
and only find you as the day fades;

Autumn fog creeps blueishly over the lake.
Every blade of grass stands frosted.
As though an artist had jade-dust
over the fine flowers strewn.

[Cherney / Rilke]

[Mahler / Hans Bethge]

Cherney may very well have singled out these particular poems from Rilke’s longer cycle
because they were most reminiscent of those which Mahler set,45 text which Mahler
himself freely adapted from Hans Bethge’s pseudo-translations. The musical influences
of Mahler can be found both directly and obliquely throughout Cherney’s Rilke settings.
Two passages in particular—featuring predominantly stepwise descent with strong
diatonic implications coming after brief instrumental introductions—were surely modeled
on the opening of “Der Einsame Im Herbst” as shown in FIG. 4.1-4, including the
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Cherney states: “I seem to recall that the second song of the Mahler, Der Einsame im Herbst, was a favourite of
mine and may have left its mark on my Two Songs” (email correspondence with the author, May 2015).
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entrance of the voice and, in Cherney’s first song, prominent wind solos mirroring in
inversion the vocal line like the distorted reflections upon a lake’s surface (FIG. 4.5).
FIG. 4.1, Mahler, Das Lied von der Erde, “Der Einsame Im Herbst” (mm. 24-26)

FIG 4.2, Cherney, Two Songs, “Mein Leben ist nicht diese steile Stunde” (mm. 30-32)

FIG. 4.3, Cherney, Two Songs, “Es lärmt…” (mm. 27-29)
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FIG. 4.4, Reduction, comparison of diatonic linear descents: Mahler (i), Cherney (ii, iii)

FIG. 4.5, Reduction, comparison of voice/wind mirroring: Mahler (iv), Cherney (v)

The moments detailed in FIG. 4.2 and 4.3 are, in an otherwise freely atonal context, some
of the most consonant of the Two Songs: the clear G#-minor triad in the sustained strings
with horns stuck on a sort of frozen appoggiatura in “Mein Leben ist nicht diese steile
Stunde” and the diatonic undulating strings in “Es lärmt das Licht im Wipfel deines
Baumes” with strong modal connotations of F-dorian tinting to F-phrygian. Throughout
these early songs, one gets a sense of the challenge facing a young Brian Cherney in
sculpting memorable, poignant poetic moments against the inevitably gray and unending
onslaught of rotating chromatic pitches that mar so many mid-century atonal works.
Interfacing with Mahler seems to have opened up expressive possibilities not readily
available within the austere world of consonance-phobic High Modernist atonality. The
extended consonance of modality (both invented and inherited) and the imported
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consonance of allusion/quotation will certainly figure largely in the development of
Cherney’s mature style, very delicately hinted at in these songs.
Three further examples from the second orchestral song demonstrate other hints
of Cherney’s later developments. The first two of these (FIG. 5.1-2) relates again to
Mahler but also looks forward toward late-1960s Ligeti: oscillating thirds, a classic
Ligetian tic which emerges first in the Cello Concerto (1966) and features in some form
in much of Ligeti’s work from this point onwards (e.g. FIG. 6).
FIG. 5.1, Cherney, Two Songs, “Es lärmt…” (mm. 24-25)

FIG. 5.2, Cherney, Two Songs (mm. 171-172)
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(compare with) FIG. 6: Ligeti, String Quartet no. 2, mv. V (1968)

The Mahler connection is undeniably the common link, proving that Cherney’s early
interest in the rich harmonic ambiguity of oscillating thirds predates Ligeti’s. (Cherney
would later discover Ligeti’s music at Darmstadt but, ca. 1962, had no knowledge of his
music, nor did most North American composers without European mobility.) That very
ambiguity functions in Mahler as a way of obscuring tonality by withholding which triad
these barren minor thirds should rightly belong to (FIG. 7 shows a typical example)
Conversely, in Cherney (and later Ligeti) the presence of oscillating thirds appears to
have the opposite effect: to strongly evoke consonance and its tonal connotations within
an atonal context while remaining uncommitted to any particular triad. Where Mahler’s
thirds seem to blur tonality, Cherney’s evoke tonality while remaining atonal.
FIG. 7, Mahler, Das Lied von der Erde, mv. VI (1908-09); F major or A minor?
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Orchestrationally, Cherney’s second song is much more colourful or “atmospheric” and,
in one standout passage (FIG. 8.1), suggests the mature style to come. Rilke’s poem for
this second song perhaps sparked a more nuanced approach to timbre and texture: “Leaflight rustles in your canopy and things glitter in it frivolously” is transformed into rapid
tremolo articulations and oscillating, interwoven divisi string textures articulating static
harmonies—this is the strongest marker of Cherney’s later interest in timbrally complex,
texturally active but harmonically stable sound fields.
FIG. 8.1, Cherney, Two Songs, “Es lärmt…” (mm. 60-64), complex string texture (violin divisi)

Cherney’s later work extends Mahler’s and Debussy’s rhythmic sophistication
through shifting meter and pulse, tempo fluctuations, finely-detailed tuplet complexes
and the resultant sense of metrical/ rhythmic ambiguity, often sharply offset against
highly mechanical clock-like ticking. This play with fluid-vs.-pulsed senses of time (what
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Boulez, paraphrasing Deleuze, called “smooth” vs. “striated” time46), showing a later
affinity with the music of Elliott Carter, is notably absent in Cherney’s student works: the
plain rhythmic language of the Two Songs and, only slightly less so, the Violin Concerto,
suggest more the Canadian version of Stravinsky’s clean, pared-down Neo-Classicism
evinced in the work of Weinzweig et al. The first song is particularly severe in terms of
rhythmic/tempo/metric invention, in 4/4 throughout, marked Allegro Moderato without a
single fluctuation. The second song, as with the other features discussed above, is more
sophisticated than the first in terms of tempo fluctuation:
mm. 1-23 Allegro Moderato (q =72)
mm. 24-50 q =60
m. 51 ritardando
m. 59 A tempo
mm. 76-102 Adagio (q =52)
m. 103 Tempo Primo (q =72)
mm. 110-114 molto rubato
m. 115 A tempo

The time signature, as in the first song, remains constant throughout, as does the NeoClassical rhythmic regularity: tuplets, when they appear, are limited to triplets and
sextuplets, and the overall rhythmic texture is typically sparse in terms of variety. The
elaborate layering of straight sixteenths with sextuplets against hemiola-like eighth-note
figurations shown in FIG. 8.1 is again unusual in the context of the overall piece; Mahler
notwithstanding, was Cherney actually thinking of Berg’s Altenberg Lieder, also for
soprano and orchestra (FIG 8.2)?47 Note the similarly muted strings, the oscillating thirds,
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Pierre Boulez, “Time, Notation and Coding” (1960), originally given as a lecture as Temps, notation et code.
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Cherney states that he was in fact not aware of Berg's Altenberg Lieder at the time, which makes the strong
connection even more remarkable.
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the irregularly layered phrase groupings that spill across the barlines—here in groups of
five (vln. I) and seven (upper violas) against the more normative 4/8 inner voices.
FIG. 8.2, Alban Berg, Altenberg Lieder, no. 1 (mm. 1-3; detail of string texture)

The tremendous influence of Berg (as well as Bartók) on Cherney’s early works will be
felt more strongly in Cherney’s next large-scale work.

1.3 VIOLIN CONCERTO (1963)
The same year of the completion of Two Songs, Cherney began his largest piece
yet: a Violin Concerto cast in traditional 3-movement form, scored for full orchestra:
3 Flutes (3rd doubling piccolo)
2 Oboes
3 Clarinets (3rd doubling bass clarinet0
2 Bassoons
4 Horns (in F)
3 Trumpets (in B-flat)
3 Trombones (2 tenor, 1 bass)
Timpani
Harp
Percussion (snare drum, bass drum, suspended cymbal, triangles)
Solo Violin
Strings (the full orchestral complement)
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He would finish the final movement several months later in short score and then
orchestrate by late 1963; as aforementioned it would not be performed until 2005. As
such its role in Cherney’s development is somewhat strange: what did he learn (about
large-scale form, about large-scale orchestration) from this piece that remained only in
the blueprint stage for some forty years? Comparisons with Cherney’s first mature work
for orchestra (Adieux, from 1980) fifteen years hence reveal a radical development in
Cherney’s treatment of the orchestra; he clearly learned something from this earlier work,
even if the crucial stage of hearing one’s orchestrations in action was passed over. In this
chapter I will show how it was in the challenge of imbuing instrumental “absolute” music
with drama and poetic content that the concerto proved a pivotal moment in his
development, even if not within the realm of orchestration per se—although Cherney’s
later works will explicitly use the former (i.e. orchestration) to frame the latter (i.e. poetic
or extra-musical content).
The concerto is undeniably ambitious, and would remain Cherney’s longest work
(the recording clocks in at 36’00) until 2007, when the evening-length chamber work An
Unfinished Life usurped the concerto. He seems to have composed it without consultation
of Sam Dolin, with whom he was studying at the Conservatory while simultaneously
pursuing a B. Mus. in the degree program at the University of Toronto’s Faculty of
Music. In 1964, the concerto completed and now graduated from his undergraduate
program, Cherney finally began lessons with John Weinzweig in the Faculty’s Master’s
program in composition, the score of the concerto in hand. He recalls their first lesson:
I showed him some of my recent work, including a three-movement Violin
Concerto, a far too ambitious project which I had written on my own
during the summer and fall of 1963. After looking at it for a few minutes,
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he said that what I needed to do was work on my rhythmic language
(which he found too “square”, uninteresting) and, I believe, also work on
reducing the rather thick textures in my work. The rhythmic language was
somewhat square, somewhat influenced by Bartók but certainly not very
sophisticated or interesting.48
There is certainly much more to say than Cherney allows here. The influence of
Bartók, particularly his own Violin Concerto, actually goes far beyond the rhythmic and
permeates the work in a number of telling ways, as does Berg’s Violin Concerto. This
tracing of influence should not be mistaken for some covert attack on Cherney’s
originality; indeed, following Bloom’s theory of influence, it is paradoxically in the
grappling with predecessors that originality is manifested. The concerto’s
interconnections with Bartók and Berg show a continued engagement with what might be
broadly termed intrinsic and extrinsic approaches to musical meaning, poetics, and
representation. Bartók and Berg’s model concerti are exemplary in this regard as
successful fusions of formalist concerns (rigorously constructed, idiosyncratically serial)
with humanistic, expressive content (both conjuring the ruddy, unaffected authenticity of
folk music—variously Gypsy, Hungarian, Austrian—in their way, and Berg specifically
referencing the spiritually-charged domain of Bach chorales).
For brevity, I focus almost entirely on the first movement. The work as a whole
follows the standard Fast—Slow—Fast concerto plan with all the usual fixings, with a
first movement cadenza, a slow Theme & Variations second movement (also modeled on
Bartók) and a blazing finale marked Allegro Vigoroso. Material from the first movement
(the serial “Waltz” section) returns several times in the third movement, showing
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Brian Cherney, “Reminiscences of John Weinzweig as Teacher” (unpublished).
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sensitivity to continuity between the three rather sizable movements. Within each
movement, and on a more local level, continuity and structural integrity are chiefly
achieved through motivic saturation (in a Second Viennese manner) rather than any
palpable harmonic logic; harmonically, the music is typically chromatic and rather freely
so (except when serial, though these moments are rare), revealing a particular propensity
for movement by semitones and shifting between octatonic collections. Through this
linear/motivic logic, Cherney finds a canny way of structuring the music’s contrapuntal
unfolding: through the use of what I term “Contrapuntal Gestalts” which recur frequently
throughout the first movement in various transformational guises. Flexible in terms of
pitch content, though always highly chromatic, these basic contrapuntal “shapes” involve
at least two stepwise lines, typically in the structural middle-ground (i.e. not the soloist or
main melody), combined in contrary motion to form a basic wedge-shaped unit (FIG. 9)
which harness something of the voice-leading “directionality” of both tonal music and the
squirming, parsimonious chromaticism of early atonal Schoenberg. Indeed, it is precisely
that sense of directionality that these contrapuntal gestalts lend to the potentially
tensionless, directionless, symmetrical world of free chromatic atonality.
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FIG. 9, Cherney, Violin Concerto, mv. I (mm. 1-9—reduction; solo violin omitted)

In this vein, Cherney often uses contrapuntal gestalts to structure important arrival points,
departure points or closure. Like the tonal “omnibus” progression, where outer voices
bloom chromatically outward, these contrary-motion gestalts (which range from a few
notes to extended passages) are both flexible in terms of resolution point (as such
outward-/inward-moving wedges could theoretically keep expanding or contracting
indefinitely) and also chromatically charged to “seek” arrival constantly. Two moments
of such arrival will aptly demonstrate this (FIG. 10.1-2).
Cherney’s use of contrapuntal gestalts to give compelling cohesive shape
(sculpted like long, curving brushstrokes) to the musical unfolding will later be heavily
expanded by the development of what Cherney calls “Ascending Music”: long passages
of pulsing chords or densely interwoven oscillations which gradually ascend in register,
often from the lowest orchestral extremes across the entire tessitura. I will examine this
later development in light of musical “landscaping” and Cherney’s use of the orchestral
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tessitura as a sort of multi-dimensional canvas. The idea of expansive “Ascending Music”
might very well have started with this concerto’s more localized contrapuntal gestalts.
FIG. 10.1, Cherney, Violin Concerto (mv. I, mm. 66-68; mm. 77-79)

Typically, one of the gestalt’s outer lines will be doubled in either thirds or sixths,
thickening the harmonic content with mild consonance while preserving the wedge shape.
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A penchant for doubling lines at this interval runs throughout the piece—perhaps, like the
Berg, maximizing consonance in an otherwise chromatic world.
FIG. 10.2, Cherney, Violin Concerto, mv. I (mm. 296-end—cadential collapse to D)

The orchestration, like the Two Songs (with the exceptions noted) is functional in
nature rather than atmospheric or colour-minded. Despite Cherney’s recollection of
Weinzweig admonishing the heavy scoring, doublings throughout the work are actually
quite sparse. This contrasts startlingly with Cherney’s mature style, where the timbral
sensitivity of later George Crumb49 or the musical “Impressionist” school of Ravel,
Debussy, Messiaen et al. is combined with Cherney’s own highly idiosyncratic approach
to orchestration and orchestral texture. The slightly unusual presence of the harp,
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Recall that Cherney had already studied with Crumb, albeit briefly, at Interlochen (1961); however, in 1961,
George Crumb’s own music hardly resembled his later characteristic style.
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however, points toward Cherney’s Bartók/Berg influence (in which the harp plays a
pivotal role, particularly at the opening of both) and Cherney’s own later mature style.
While Cherney somewhat conceals the harp at first, it is explicitly revealed early in the
concerto’s first movement (FIG. 11.1-2) as though the suppressed model suddenly bursts
forth, revealing all.

FIG. 11.1, Bartók, Violin Concerto (“No. 2”), mv. I, opening.

FIG. 11.2, Cherney, Violin Concerto, mv. I (mm. 61-64)

The influence of Berg is most strongly felt in both Cherney’s highly personal
approach to serialism and the presence of quasi-“folkish” waltz material, although
Cherney inverts Berg’s model by serializing the waltz topic (in an otherwise atonal
context) whereas Berg inserts the tonal, folk-derived waltz material into an otherwise
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serial context. Cherney’s passing interest in serialism arose during his studies with Sam
Dolin, who introduced the young composer to a serial approach to pitch organization:
Sam Dolin believed that the 12-tone method was a good way to train
young composers and it did provide a useful vehicle for actually writing
pitches fairly readily; it gave a rationale, a scaffolding for pitch structure.
But there was no reference to a body of repertoire. Sam did not look at any
12-tone pieces with me—Webern or Schoenberg, etc. This led to limiting
the rhythmic language to what I was used to, namely, nineteenth-century
music, perhaps tempered a little by Debussy.50
Cherney’s serial passages, almost entirely limited to the recurring “Waltz” section, are
not built from a single twelve-tone row (as in most dodecaphonic serialism) but rather
freely transform small chromatic cells of up to six or seven notes by way of serial
procedures (inversion, retrograding, etc.). My search for a master row from which all
material was derived ultimately proved futile. Cherney’s above statement about a lack of
rigorous serial training or instruction on how serialism functioned in actual music (i.e.
Webern or Schoenberg) shines some light on the highly idiosyncratic form of serialism
observed here. In this vein, Cherney’s particular admiration for Berg, who consistently,
often spectacularly disobeyed and retooled his own master’s techniques, is telling.
There remain some lingering, pointed Berg references throughout Cherney’s
concerto which betray the profundity of the influence. The most imaginatively scored
section of the concerto may be found at the first appearance of the “Waltz” material at
mm. 79 (FIG. 12.1), where triangle is combined with harp harmonics over a limping
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Brian Cherney, “Composition Adventures with Dolin and Weinzweig” (unpublished).
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clarinet duet (ii); compare with the analogous “Waltz” section of Berg’s concerto (i),
where triangle and harp float above a flute duet with a similar rhythmic profile.
FIG. 12.1, Orchestrational and rhythmic similarities between Berg (I) and Cherney (ii)

The cadenza also bears a momentary resemblance to Berg’s cadenza in the second
movement (FIG. 12.2). The outlining of open strings is a feature that runs through Berg’s
concerto; Cherney also outlines the violin’s open strings with a demanding contrapuntal
passage at the heart of the first movement cadenza; a fleeting but pointed reference. Both
use left-hand pizzicato on open strings in similarly contrapuntal cadenza passages.
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FIG. 12.2, Open strings in the cadenzas: Cherney (iii), Berg (iv)

More general compositional techniques throughout Cherney’s concerto relate both
to serial procedures and older, tonal/modal ones: imitative treatment of motivic material,
sequences, inverting and retrograding, etc. (FIG. 13). The overall economy of means
across the three movements and the clarity of motivic presentation and subsequent
transformation are much more pronounced than in the Two Songs. Another work for
orchestra, the 1967 Variations for Orchestra, contains an even further exploration of
developmental technique, though now completely abstracted from the dramatic (the
weighty connotations of the concerto genre replaced with the more neutral ‘variations
form’) and the poetic/textual. Indeed, Cherney’s work through the mid-1960s (e.g.
Interlude and Variations; Woodwind Quintet; Piano Sonata; String Quartet no. 1) betray a
preoccupation with sheer technique quite removed from Cherney’s characteristic style,
where technique per se (harmonic, motivic, developmental, orchestrational) is always at
the service of sensuousness and expressivity. Through these student works Cherney was
struggling to uncover the artist’s archetypal dialectic between content and its formal
50

articulation, between what Kant called “understanding” (i.e. knowledge, craft, technique,
learning) and the “free play of the imagination.”51 But that wedding of poetry to technical
precision, of a kind much admired by Cherney in the work of Debussy perhaps above all,
is not yet a fully realized component of Cherney’s music in this period. Interestingly
enough, essential features of the Berg concerto (quotation, interfacing with ideas of
pastness via tonal material, these two together in the exploration of both personal and
cultural memory, trauma, loss and remembrance etc.) that are somewhat absent in
Cherney's concerto later become central hallmarks of his own mature style. In Bloom’s
theory of influence this type of elision (in the sense of erasure) is called askesis—a
conquering, or at least temporary subjugating of one’s anxiety of influence through
‘purgation’ of that very influence.52 The idea of using music to explore the erosive,
elusive textures of memory itself would eventually come; but at twenty-two years old
Cherney had yet to discover his muse-like angel in memoriam (cf. Berg) and, beyond the
strange mask of mystical Rilke otherness in the Two Songs, was perhaps hesitant to
explore the spiritual in music, including above all his own Jewish faith. By the early
1970s this would change, and radically so.
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Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement, trans. Werner S. Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company,
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Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), 115.
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FIG. 13, Cherney, Violin Concerto, some typical transformational procedures
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CHAPTER 2: Style, Emerging: 1966-1980
2.1 OLD WORLD, NEW SOUNDS—NEW WORLD, OLD INFLUENCES
An archetypal story: North American artist leaves continent to embark on
European voyage of self-discovery and artistic enlightenment. For composers in
particular, the rite of passage represented by, say, French stamps on one’s passport
(typically care of Mme. Boulanger) provided much-needed credentials to bring back to
the land of dilettantes and philistines.
Two oft-quoted remarks from two very particular moments in transatlantic
relations complicate this story: one from a European to an American newspaper and
addressed to American audiences, the other from an American addressing a largely
European audience:
In the Negro melodies of America I discover all that is needed for a great and
noble school of music. They are pathétic, tender, passionate, melancholy,
solemn, religious, bold, merry, gay or what you will. It is music that suits
itself to any mood or purpose. There is nothing in the whole range of
composition that cannot be supplied with themes from this source. The
American musician understands these tunes and they move sentiment in him.
—Anton Dvorak, quoted in the New York Herald (1893)53
Once in Amsterdam, a Dutch musician said to me, it must be very difficult
for you in America to write music, for you are so far away from the
centers of tradition. I had to say, it must be very difficult for you in Europe
to write music, you are so close to the centers of tradition.
—John Cage, “History of Experimental Music in the United States” (1961)54
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James Creelman, interview with Anton Dvorak in The New York Herald (May 21 1893).
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John Cage, Silence (London: Marion Boyars, 1968), 73.
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Those particular moments at which these quotes were uttered might be generally referred
to as High Romanticism and High Modernism, respectively. The former was marked by
an increased interest in various folk musics as both conduits of nationalism and,
paradoxically, revealers of some kind of universal truth untainted by artificiality and
overly refined sensibilities. The latter occurred during a pivotal postwar rupture point
(commonly referred to as the “zero hour”) in which various European art traditions were
being actively dismantled and reimagined. In both instances, North America’s alleged
classical music deficiencies were strategically reinterpreted as assets; or, to put it less
generously, North American music cultures (folk or classical or otherwise) were made to
prove foils to the exhausted and over-determined European situation.
The notion of foil is actually most apt to describe the ongoing cultural crosspollination between worlds New and Old; like the proverbial Prodigal Son, the act of
leaving (one’s home, one’s culture at large) and encountering the unknown inevitably
becomes one of self-rediscovery. In the spectacular cases of Aaron Copland or Virgil
Thomson, it was precisely that journey to foreign lands that created an intense desire to
cultivate a “back home” aesthetic. It is in this light, rather than the more normative
version of total European revelation, that Brian Cherney’s formative trips to Darmstadt
and Germany at large during this period should be understood; that is, the music
encountered in Europe fed quite productively into Cherney’s extant concerns already
touched upon—sharpening and bringing into focus his maturing sense of artistic self,
against the backdrop of so many startling musical revelations.
The ‘home’ from which Cherney departed, first in 1966 at the age of twenty-four,
was by Cherney’s own accounts not particularly compelling, and the discovery of new
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works through the Ferienkürse für neue Musik indeed provided great stimulus to
Cherney’s developing aesthetic sensibilities. Stockhausen, Ligeti and Kagel—composers
seldom heard in Toronto at that time—were being actively performed, promoted and
studied in Darmstadt, and their scores were also being disseminated through Darmstadt’s
accompanying music store. This was also a period of both great joys and sorrows for
Cherney—these together, alongside exposure to the newest works of the European avantgarde, profoundly shaped his compositional developments throughout this period.

Crumb, Revisited….
One of the most startling developments of all, and without precedent in Cherney’s
earlier music, is the seemingly sudden, fully-formed interest in calligraphic and
experimental notation, often paired with nuanced timbral explorations and more freely
unmetered music. The exact trigger for this development is not entirely European in
pedigree: Cherney admits that it was perhaps a sort of retroactive influence55 of George
Crumb on his thinking in the late 1960s and early 1970s, at a time when Crumb’s music
and notational flare were becoming both better known and more idiosyncratic (FIG. 14.12). Around 1966, for instance, Cherney heard a Toronto performance of Crumb’s Eleven
Echoes of Autumn, 1965 (1966), a work he admires greatly and whose title tellingly [pre-]
echoes several of Cherney’s later pieces. Cherney reports that fellow composers John
Beckwith and John Hawkins and flautist Robert Aiken alike admired Crumb—Cherney
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Cherney’s recollections of his actual studies with Crumb some 10 years earlier (at Interlochen, in 1961) point to no
particular influence or even any particularly memorable exchanges: “He didn't have any musical influence on what I
did [at that time], I just wrote . . . I remember him as a very gentle, nice man.” When asked if Crumb’s later music
influenced him more than their lessons together, Cherney confirmed this to be true: “Oh yes, but everybody was
[influenced by Crumb’s music].” Personal interview with the author, March 2016.
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recalls that John Beckwith even traveled to Chicago to hear the premiere of Echoes of
Time and the River (Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 1968).
FIG. 14.1: George Crumb, Eleven Echoes of Autumn, 1965 (1966), excerpt I
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FIG. 14.2: George Crumb, Eleven Echoes of Autumn, 1965 (1966), excerpt II

Perhaps, like the ‘nativist’ turn of 1930s Copland et al., the revelatory trips to Europe
provided an opportunity for Cherney to reflect on his own homegrown culture and
training, including those brief studies with Crumb at Interlochen in 1961. More specific
to the Canadian scene, something was certainly in the air: R. Murray Schafer’s work
since the mid-1960s incorporates his characteristically fanciful arabesques which often
recall the natural world (waves, rivulets, sand grains, fractals etc.) among other unusual
notational choices (FIG. 15.1).56 Another factor behind Cherney’s interest in new
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Cherney states that he had no knowledge of Schafer’s “visual scores” at this time (email correspondence with the
author, April 2015).
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approaches to notation was decidedly practical: Cherney states that improving his
penmanship was partly a matter of eliciting respect and captivating a player’s attention:
My original copying as a student, was really bad, sloppy, and I realized I
had to clean it up, I had to learn to copy properly, and I started learning,
trying to do that as early as ’62, ’63. I gradually got better at it, and I
decided I wasn’t going to fool around, I was going to do it properly, partly
because I realized that just by copying the scores neatly, the musicians
were much more impressed than with a sloppy score. But I was inspired,
I’m sure, by Crumb, and various other composers too.57
Thus the refined penmanship and experiments in calligraphic notation together elevate
Cherney’s music above the more commonplace notational practices (and the performance
practices they seemingly elicited) witnessed in his own earlier works and, more generally,
in the music of the preceding generation of Canadian composers (Weinzweig et al.) who
taught both Cherney and Schafer (FIG 15.2).
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Personal interview with the author, March 2016.
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FIG. 15.1, R. Murray Schafer, Divan I Shams I Tabriz (1977)

FIG. 15.2, John Weinzweig, Clarinet Quartet (1965)

But there are elements of novel approaches to notation featured in works from this
period, Seven Images most extensively, which go beyond the calligraphic influence of
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Crumb, Stockhausen and others. Starting in the early 1970s, Cherney began to explore
the interplay between notation and its sonic result. Moving beyond more normative
understandings of notation, Cherney’s work from this period begins to ask might we be
made to hear visually, and to see aurally? Toggling between his considerable skills as a
calligrapher—a visual artist, a graphic designer, and sometimes even something
resembling a cartoonist or a collagist—and his burgeoning compositional prowess,
Cherney’s music suddenly becomes preoccupied by a sort of synaesthetic tic, one he will
continue to revisit throughout his compositional development.
Moreover, a certain outstanding and peculiar instance of notational strangeness in
Seven Images will later become a more strictly sonic exploration as Cherney refined his
technical command of both mediums. More specifically, the idea of erosion, the peelingback of layers to reveal seemingly ‘older’ music—like removing coats of varnish in an
old building or uncovering archeological layers of substrata—goes from being a
notational oddity to a central marker of Cherney’s mature musical style, particularly once
Cherney returns to the realm of fully orchestral music, with its rich potential for sonic
layers and acoustic three-dimensionality.

… and Canada, Returned
Mobile II (1968) is the first post-Darmstadt work which readily displays signs of a
turn in Cherney’s compositional style. The work, for solo cello, functioned as a sort of
testing ground for many of the new techniques he had observed abroad:
In the summer of 1966, I went to Darmstadt to attend the famous
Ferienkürse für neue Musik and heard music by, among others,
Stockhausen, Ligeti and Kagel for the first time. In those days, Toronto's
musical life was still very far behind—Le Sacre du printemps was first
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performed there only in 1963. The encounters at Darmstadt led to
important stylistic changes in my music, beginning with Mobile II for solo
cello in 1968. In this work, for instance, I used proportional notation and
in other subsequent works, a more complex rhythmic language more
typical of post-War serialism and a limited amount of indeterminacy. But,
most importantly, it was at this time that I conceived of the idea of a series
of related works called “Mobile”, in which certain elements would recur
from one piece to another, thus heard in a different context and from a
different perspective each time.58
Those threefold stylistic changes—proportional notation, rhythmic complexity and
indeterminacy—combined with the emerging interest in self-intertextuality (apropos the
“Mobile” series) will prove to be essential ingredients in Cherney’s mature style.
Between the first and second European trips, Cherney also finished his Master’s
thesis (the 1967 Variations for Orchestra, a work never performed and which Cherney
does not consider important59), began his Ph.D. studies in musicology continuing at the
University of Toronto (1967), and met Terri [née Soren] in the fall of 1968, then
marrying her in 1969. Cherney’s doctoral thesis, which focused on contemporary music
criticism in the Weimar Republic, led to a Canada Council Doctoral Fellowship-funded
trip to Germany—one which proved even more influential than the first, stretching into
1970 and leading to another round of lectures at Darmstadt and concerts throughout
Germany. Another chamber work from this period, Kontakion (Quiet Music for Eleven
Players) from 1969, was written for the Toronto Repertory Orchestra while still abroad;
in Kontakion Cherney extended the explorations of Mobile II into something “more
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Brian Cherney, lecture given at Boise University, Idaho (unpublished).
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“It was an exercise, and it was never going to get performed—there wasn’t even a defense. You just handed it in
and you got your Master’s degree. The piece doesn't mean anything.” Personal interview with the author, March 2016.
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radical stylistically” than he had done before.60 The results were apparently disastrous, at
least in terms of the first performance, but the work proved pivotal in Cherney’s
transition from the earlier student works towards his first truly characteristic pieces and
explores in a more preemptory way many of the unusual notational features of later 1970s
works. Following his mother’s sudden death, the Cherneys returned to Canada in August
1970, this time for good, living briefly in Toronto before departing for his first teaching
position (at the University of Victoria in British Columbia). Composed in the midst of
this transitional period, Seven Images most fully realizes the plethora of influences from
both sides of the Atlantic, and fruitfully connects back to Cherney’s earlier interest in text
and poetics after a string of more “absolute” works.
2.2 Seven Images (1971)
Commissioned by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in 1971, Seven Images
for 22 Players is a work both orchestral in sonic scope and chamber in sensibility. The
unusual instrumentation constitutes a modified sinfonietta-sized grouping, almost twice
as large as the similar formats of Schoenberg or Berg et al.:
Flute I (doubling piccolo)
Flute II (doubling alto flute)
Oboe
Bb Clarinet I
Bb Clarinet II (doubling Eb Clarinet)
Bass Clarinet
2 Trumpets in Bb
2 Tenor Trombones
Horn
Piano (doubling celesta)
Harp
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Brian Cherney, email correspondence with the author (August 2016).
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Percussion I:

Percussion II:

Xylophone
Glockenspiel
Temple Blocks (5)
Maracas
Sandblocks
Triangles (3: High—Medium—Low)
Tambourine
Tubular Chimes
2 Cowbells (Medium—Low)
Suspended Cymbal

2 Bongos
Vibraphone
Wood Chimes
Glass Chimes
Triangles
Antique Cymbals (Crotales, C5-C6)
Tam-Tam

3 Violins
3 Cellos
Double Bass

The large, diverse percussion arsenal is particularly novel in the context of Cherney’s
earlier work, where their numbers and role alike were quite limited. The doubling
instruments (celesta; clarinets at both extremes; alto flute) and use of extended techniques
(quarter-tone pitch bends, unusual plucking techniques on both piano and harp, timbral
trills and breathy effects in the winds) also point toward Cherney’s growing interest in
timbre as an integral part of the compositional design—a true parameter on par with pitch
and rhythmic organization rather than some mere default or preset.
The seventeen-minute work splits into seven more or less continuous movements,
the seven “images” (recalling Debussy?) the title alludes to. These images, each an
abstract, evocative title of Cherney’s own design, are a veritable catalogue of Cherney’s
highly poetic musical modes or topics which he will return to many times throughout his
career and across multiple stages of his own artistic development:
I: Moon hanging
II: “Whispy fragments of yesterday”
III: Wild birds crying in far-off places
IV: (Silence echoes along dark paths)
V: ........And Time rings slowly
VI: Through shadowy masks in green glasses
VII: And frozen spaces

Birds, bells ringing, mysterious landscapes, even a seeming nod to Gertrude Stein-esque
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surrealism (“masks in green glasses”): these titles enabled the “relatively discreet”
engagement with “certain ‘poetic’ elements” which began to infiltrate Cherney’s musical
world once again:
These images […] were intended ‘to suggest or trigger certain musical
ideas, shapes and textures which evolved according to their own direction
and needs’ (to quote from my own program notes written at the time). I
also pointedly stated that “It was...not my intention to indulge in literal
‘tone-painting’”. This last statement indicated that I was still very
suspicious of anything that suggested “program” music. To what extent
the music did in fact suggest something of the text fragments I do not
remember; what seemed more important at the time was the work’s
exploration of various colours and textures and ways of making these
evolve in interesting ways.61
The apparent anxiety surrounding ‘tone-painting’ and ‘programmatic’ features, lingering
still from his student days, promoted this new-found and covert engagement with text
akin to the secret programs of Berg or the hermetic, mystical confessions of Rilke and
Yeats. In lieu of a more thorough analysis of Seven Images, the implications of these text
“triggers” and the related calligraphic notation experiments in the context of Cherney’s
evolving relationship with text and/as musical texture, will be investigated presently.
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Brian Cherney, “Literature as a Compositional Determinant” (April, 2016; unpublished).
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FIG. 16, Cherney, Seven Images for 22 Players (1971), I: Moon hanging (excerpt)

The above passage occurs early in “Moon Hanging,” the first of the seven images.
An eerie soundscape, “very subdued” (one of the affect markings for the muted strings
playing whispy chromatic runs, pppp), is very suddenly interrupted by a violent
interjection (FIG. 16): “random pitches in extreme high range of the instruments” marked

fff in indeterminate noteheads (à la Penderecki). These give way to more precise pitches
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in arrhythmic bursts, semi-aleatoric with the instruction “Separate these pitches into
groups of 5 or 6. Pause briefly between groups. Groups may be repeated and/or varied.”
Noteheads now disappear entirely, replaced by swirls of constellation-like dots and lines:
“Texture here—very thick and dense until approx. ½ way,” signaled by the conductor,
whereby the ensemble slowly thins out and gradually replaces the frantic material with
sustained tones marked pppp, the recovered sense of stillness and quietude now in
sharpest contrast to the supernoval episode moments earlier. The same cue signals the
harp’s entrance, the only instrument not participating in this mass panic, playing ostinato
A’s in octaves, quiet yet metronomic and steady (this is the first metronome marking in
the piece: e=84-88). The harp’s precise ticking only becomes audible once the other
instruments have sufficiently calmed themselves, the lunatic energy dispelled: from out
of the chaotic galaxy of sound it is as if time itself has feebly emerged.
This ekphrastic aside points toward the interlinked medias of image—music—
text, to quote Barthes, and how they might combine to produce richly cross-wired qualia.
For this reader/auditor, and very likely for many performers as well (those supreme
navigators of symbol decoding and sound realization), that richness is increased by study
of the score-as-visual artwork, study of the sounding music-as-aural phenomenon, and
the seemingly third category of Music broadly writ that emerges, encompassing not only
the rotations of air reaching our inner cochlea but the study of music, the act of reading
and writing music, more general musicking etc.) which emerges.
Following this, something of Cherney’s compositional process can be
imaginatively reconstructed or at least hypothesized: the text fragments stimulated certain
visual images and certain musical sounds (“colours, textures”) alike; Cherney in turn
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interlinked the two in drawing on a wide variety of notational strategies, from more
traditional (fully metrical and pitched) to more graphic to more calligraphic. The creative
process, moving among image—music—text, is of course not mono-directional and most
likely involved a fluid interplay between each medium’s individual influence throughout
the act composing. A vivid, initial aural ‘image’ perhaps shaped the poetic titles
themselves, which in turn clarified the composing process; or perhaps it was the interest
in calligraphic notation which sparked the titles, which in turn triggered certain types of
musical explorations related to both titles and notation; and so on and so forth.
This process of inter-medial inspiration is often (or at least contemporarily)
referred to as mapping. One of the central theses of Daniel Albright’s Panaesthetics is
that inter-mediality—or the striving towards ekphrasis—is an integral part of all art and
its various histories; from this perspective, mapping is simply its latest face or phase. As
such it is not entirely useful to construct some essential definition of each artistic medium
from which a discussion of its faithfulness to itself or borrowing from another may be
sought; indeed, one of Albright’s most provocative claims—“Every medium is the wrong
medium”62—instead points to the inevitable, inherent slipperiness of any artistic praxis.
This being acknowledged, to trace (or attempt to trace) the route of a particular instance
of mapping between media (akin to reconstructing the scene of an accident) as part of
both analysis and hermeneutics is potentially revealing of how the artist thought and how
we might be made to hear this thinking. Yet if everything in art is mapping, in a sense,
what distinguishes a more successful mapping from a less successful one, and what might
this tell us about the map-maker?
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Daniel Albright, Panaesthetics (New Haven: Yale University press, 2014), 277.
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The second image will prove even more apposite to our current investigation
(FIG. 17.1), particularly Cherney’s later orchestral work. A passing moment, over before
barely begun: the score shows tiny cut-aways on the “surface” of the music, revealing
something markedly different underneath. Certain players are instructed to “break off one
by one to performed material in jagged area—then resume material from boxes.” Are
these the very “whispy fragments of yesterday” alluded to in the section title? The jagged
area’s interior for each stringed instrument is primarily diatonic unto itself in an
otherwise freely atonal context, and moreover more rhythmically normative, altogether
suggestive of something from another piece or perhaps another era entirely; overlaid,
they form a cluster as dense as the latest fare from the Polish avant-garde (FIG. 17.2-3).
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FIG. 17.1, Seven Images, II: “Whispy fragments of yesterday” (excerpt)
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FIG. 17.2, “Whispy fragments of yesterday” (detail)
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FIG. 17.3, “Whispy fragments of yesterday”, reduction

Buried within this thicket of sound, in which all instruments partake, the first trombone
picks out a little waltz (FIG. 17.4)—another bit of referentiality, to tonality and
sequences, to general waltz topics, more purely aural in terms of “signaling pastness” to
anyone navigating these whispy fragments by sound or by score.
FIG. 17.4, “Whispy fragments of yesterday”, grazioso trombone waltz

The two excerpts thus present a kind of false intertextuality: quotations which are
actually simulacrums, faked source material which only seems to point backwards in
time, something like the folkish waltz episode in the Violin Concerto. Within the context
of the passage, these moments are both fleetingly brief and somewhat hidden. They are
also almost completely swallowed by the saturated, tangled and undifferentiated tessitura
in which they are placed, making the effect of dissolving panels somewhat more visual
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than aural. One wonders: why sonically bury these moments of such striking visual
profile? Or could the sound of its being buried itself be explored compositionally in a
way which unites the visual and aural? One particular criterion for gauging the artistic
success of inter-medial transfers or mapping might be: how richly does the mapped
artwork suggest the source medium? More basically, is there a meaningful connection
between that which is being mapped and that which it is being mapped onto, particularly
from the perspective of the listener? These uncanny moments of dissolving manuscript
paper pose questions which Cherney’s later work will vividly address, as the visual effect
is more fully transformed into a sonic one. Interestingly enough, Cherney’s later
orchestral scores (starting with Adieux) become much more normative in terms of
notational invention and experimentation,63 suggesting that what began as a more strictly
visual exploration then migrated to the more purely sonic as Cherney’s compositional
techniques sharpened.
The metrical/rhythmic experiments throughout Seven Images are also major
developments for Cherney, strongly linked again with notational experiments. The very
conception of time throughout the piece is as varied as the notational strategies
themselves, effortlessly moving between traditional notation, Lutoslawski-esque aleatoric
boxes, proportional notation, and other fanciful (and sonically indeterminate) calligraphic
oddities, often overlaid in dizzying, puzzle-like combinations (as in FIG. 17.1). Each
particular notational strategy corresponds with a particular conception of musical time
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Cherney’s later chamber scores still retain much of the experimental notation first presented in Seven Images—
several pieces actually extend the experiments quite radically, if not whimsically (see: Trois petites pièces
desséchées...en forme de sandwich, 1979). In terms of orchestral works, a certain heightened concern for practicality
presented by the genre itself certainly contributed to his “return” to more traditional notation, though Cherney’s
calligraphic flare and immaculate penmanship remain evident throughout all of his scores from the 1970s forward.
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(meter/rhythm): the more freely unmetered strands present smooth, textural-predominant,
asynchronous time, while the metered strands or sections are typically reserved for
precise types of synchronized articulation (such as evenly repeated figures without rubato
or more strictly contrapuntal textures which require coordinated alignment). Here is
Cherney’s first large-scale engagement with the concept of “smooth vs. striated time”
(see Boulez, borrowing from Deleuze) or “rubato” vs. “clock” time. Often the two are
overlaid to produce multiple temporalities simultaneously; in other instances (see FIG.
18), one type of time is made to melt into the other (note the mirage-like wavy barline),
the metrical equivalent of the dissolving manuscript pages in “Whispy fragments from
yesterday.”
These murmuring oscillations, reminiscent of the Mahler-like shimmering thirds
from Cherney’s own Two Songs for Soprano and Orchestra (see FIG. 5.1-2), are perhaps
the earliest instance of distinct stylistic continuity across several pieces in Cherney’s
oeuvre, and are indeed hallmarks of his emergent mature style.
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FIG. 18, Seven Images, detail from IV: “Silence echoes along dark paths” (“clock time” becoming smeared)

Another important compositional hallmark first encountered during these years is
Cherney’s growing sensitivity to coherent pitch organization: recurring tonic-like pitch
centers (in Seven Images the A440 with which the piece opens is constantly returned to,
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and re-touched briefly before the ending), around which material is gathered, swirling,
like galactic dust towards a gravitational pull; evocative use of diatonic materials as
markers of pastness or folkness or otherness; special attention paid to registral extremes
and overall sounding tessitura at each moment, etc. A passage which gathers together
these features is detailed in FIG. 19, from the start of image V (“………And Time rings
slowly”): the slow expansion out of the unison A accumulating in a diatonic stack of
fifths [D-A-E-B] with chromatic neighbors like frozen appoggiaturas. The dynamic
contour (<) of each entry gradually increases from pppp onsets to fff (not pictured in the
reduction) as pitches accrue and the overall register opens upward. The sensitive
articulations and use of near-niente attacks at the beginning of this passage create an
illusion of growth from nothing, recalling the scores of Ligeti that Cherney had
encountered and studied in Darmstadt, particularly the opening of Lontano (1967; FIG.
20) and the Cello Concerto (1966). The use of massed instruments in quiet, canonically
staggered entry-points in these works left a particularly lasting imprint on Cherney’s
style; with even greater instrumental forces at his disposal, this concern with harmonic
growth and directionality—together with the evolving interest in intertexting across both
personal and musical histories—will be explored most fully in Adieux, the first true
orchestral work since his student days.
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FIG. 19, Seven Images, reduction from V: “………….And Time rings slowly” (expansion from unison)

FIG. 20, Ligeti, opening of Lontano (1967)
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2.3 Adieux (1980)
Ten years later: Some Silence, Much Study at McGill University
The birth of daughter Elena (while still living in Victoria) and subsequent return
to Eastern Canada brought newfound focus to Cherney’s life, with the young family
settling in what would become their permanent residence and adopted home city of
Montréal, Québec. In the wake of Seven Images, and with so many new responsibilities,
Cherney’s composition output suddenly dwindled considerably, with only a single work
(1972, Eclipse for soprano, flute and piano) produced before Cherney took a two-and-ahalf-year hiatus stretching into the summer of 1974. Refreshed, he returned to composing
with a pair of chamber works (Notturno, for woodwind quintet and piano, and a Chamber
Concerto for Viola and Ten Players). During this period of silence, important musical
developments occurred as Cherney found himself a young Assistant Professor at McGill
University, teaching not only students but himself:
There was plenty of impetus to teach the analysis in a detailed and
sophisticated way, plenty of reading of secondary literature, covering a
variety of repertoire. This was a rapid remedial experience for someone
with such a spotty background in this area, thanks to the fact that at U. of T.
as an undergraduate we had no twentieth-century music or analysis of any
kind and very little as a graduate student. In those days there was very little
written analysis of, for instance, Varèse’s music. You had to do some very
intense thinking about a Varèse piece in order to teach a class about it…64
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Email correspondence with the author (November 2016).
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In the absence of abundant secondary (analytical) literature or extensive experience
teaching analysis, Cherney prepared for teaching with a close study of the scores of great
twentieth-century composers (Stravinsky, Bartók, Messiaen, Boulez, Lutoslawski et al.)
which his own education had somewhat ill-prepared him for. And beyond a replacement
stint at McMaster University (Spring 1971) and his brief, hapless position65 at the
University of Victoria (September 1971 to Spring 1972), Cherney had little experience
teaching theory and analysis, let alone composition. In that two-year interlude between
pieces, Cherney wrote a book on the music of Harry Somers (1973; eventually published
in 1975), finished his Ph.D. thesis (Summer 1973; Cherney subsequently graduated from
the University of Toronto in 1974), became a second-time father (to son David) and was
effectively dropped head-first into the deep end of teaching, covering a variety of courses
in nineteenth- and twentieth-century analysis, and twentieth-century history. When he
eventually returned to composing in the summer of 1974, Cherney had a whole new set
of tools at his disposal and a refined sensitivity to pitch, rhythmic and timbral
organization. Cherney recalls a newfound sense of satisfaction and accomplishment with
the premiere of Notturno (1974), his first work post-hiatus: “I remember calling my wife
after the performance in Niagara-on-the-Lake and telling her that I felt that I had finally
learned something about composition. No doubt that the teaching gave me major insights
in various things such as pitch structure and rhythm, especially vertical aspects of
pitch.”66 Two years later, another major breakthrough came with the premiere of his
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Cherney reports being most unhappy teaching at the University of Victoria and left as quickly as he could, flying
home to Toronto during the winter holidays of 1971 to copy out Seven Images and returning to British Columbia in the
Spring of 1972 only to finish his last and final term (Ibid.).
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Ibid.
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CBC-commissioned String Trio (1976), one of Cherney’s most important works from the
1970s, which brought him international acclaim for the first time, tying for first place
among the International Rostrum of Composers’ “Recommended Works” in Paris.
Like many composers before him, Cherney’s chamber works often seem to be a
testing ground for ideas later explored in more depth and detail on a larger orchestral
canvas, much like a painter’s sketch studies. But even closer to Mahler’s working
method,67 the chamber pieces of Cherney are more than just sketch studies: they form a
rich body of musical material which are folded into, transformed and revisited in the
larger orchestral works (and also in later chamber pieces). These networks of intertextual
references, as proposed in my introduction, are akin to Ratner’s influential “Topic
Theory,” or, following Cherney’s own conceptualization, mythical “Archetypes” (after
Carl Jung). A selected list of these musical topics in Cherney’s work includes “Ascending
Music,” “Tolling Bells,” “Litanies” and “The Dance,” many of which occur for the first
time in chamber music from the 1970s. Other recurring elements are less topical than
structural: “Breathing Rhythms” and canonically-staggered rhythmic grids which quicken
and slacken feature prominently in many pieces, as do certain harmonies (e.g.
symmetrical sonorities or octatonic collections) or specific chords, like the so-called
“Magic Chord”, C#-D#-G-A-C, which first appears in Mobile IV. Cherney’s nearly tenyear break between orchestral pieces during the 1970s—and focus on chamber music
throughout this period—thus allowed for a cultivation of musical topics and
compositional techniques alike on an intimate and concentrated scale. The emergence of
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In Mahler’s case, the lieder written earlier in his life he would continuously return to in his symphonic works.
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Cherney’s mature style in Adieux and the increased recurrence of distinctive musical
topics through the 1970s are importantly related:
The idea of composing certain types of music and having those types of
music reappear from one piece to another was interesting to me [in the late
1960s and 1970s]. And I have done that. That’s what makes someone’s
identity in a way: there are lots of passages which are characteristic of what
I do, so for better or worse it might suggest a kind of individuality here.68
The recurring topics also relate to two literary sequences Cherney encountered during the
1960s: C P Snow’s Strangers and Brothers (1940-1970) and Lawrence Durrell’s The
Alexandria Quartet (1957-1960), both of which feature innovative ways of revisiting the
same characters and scenarios across different novels.
The Cherneys’ new home played a most pivotal role in nurturing the musical
sensibilities of the young composer: the Theory Department in the Faculty of Music at
McGill that Cherney entered in the early 1970s was, and remains, a highly cosmopolitan
meeting of minds, musics and cultures, like the city around it.69 During his early days at
McGill, Cherney’s interactions with fellow faculty composers Bruce Mather (on faculty
1966-2001), Bengt Hambraeus (on faculty 1972-95) and alcides lanza (on faculty 19712003), as well as a wide variety of international visiting composers such as Mario
Bertoncini (1975-76), Earle Brown (1974) and Mariano Etkin (1977-78) provided great
musical stimulus and grew into some important lifelong friendships.70 It was during this
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Interview with Taylor Brook (October 2016).

69

The 1970s were a particularly potent time in Montréal: on the back of the highly successful Expo 67, Montréal
was rapidly becoming a world-class city. The so-called Quiet Revolution throughout the 1960s and 70s saw a
secularization of the once Catholic-dominated society and a massive increase in arts infrastructures and funding.
70

Many of these cross-cultural encounters were documented in detail in Compositional Crossroads: Music, McGill,
Montreal, Eleanor Stubley, ed. (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2008).
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period that Cherney began sketching a new orchestra work, the first since the 1967
Variations and, also like that work, never performed. Cherney eventually abandoned
Song of Rab: Quiet Music for Orchestra after composing for two years, but in 1980,
when Paul Pedersen (Dean of the Faculty of Music) invited Cherney and two fellow
faculty composers to write for the McGill Symphony Orchestra, to be recorded for the
newly-founded McGill Records, Cherney revisited Song of Rab and found much fertile
ground there. Reworking the material into new forms while keeping the elegiac spirit of
the original intact, Adieux finally emerged: his first completed work for full orchestral
forces to be premiered.
Return [to Orchestra] & Adieux: Background
If Adieux begins where Song of Rab broke off, Rab began with a vivid nightmare
Cherney still has no difficulty recollecting in great detail:
I had this really awful dream, sometime in the ’60s, that stuck with me. I
had dreamed that I was at a funeral in the synagogue in my hometown of
Peterborough. There was only one synagogue there and it played a fairly
important role in my youth, because you went there to Hebrew School
after school and you went there for services—it was a community. [The
dream was] in that synagogue, and I heard this music playing in the
dream, with a low double-reed instrument, probably English Horn, with
percussion, but it had a very striking, somber quality to it. And fortunately
I remembered it, the music itself, and I composed that into the opening.71
Rab exists as a partially-completed full score torso constituting fifteen orchestrated pages
for large orchestra, along with a detailed “road map” sketch of the entire work. This
sketch provides enticing clues about Cherney’s general working process at the time,
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Interview with the author (March 2016).
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particularly the desire to meld poetic impulses and aspects of his own heritage and
identity with more technical procedures such as pitch structure, a balanced partitioning of
orchestral forces, Schenker-esque long-range contrapuntal motion and so on (FIG. 21).
FIG. 21, Cherney, sketch for Song of Rab, detail

The sketch freely commingles textual asides (“center from which all things flow”—
“gongs à la Varese”—“brass – muted, distancing effect”), margin doodles, numerology
related to both metrical structures and event iterations, and tiny strips of music staff
dotted with more specific pitch information (à la Stravinsky) in the form of chords and
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collections. The synagogue dream haunts these sketches and informs many musical
elements both abstractly and literally: “bottom layer: use of funeral music from dream”;
“Psalm 150: psaltery, harp, timbral [tambourine], dance, stringed instruments, reeds,
resounding cymbals”; along with a recurring number motif of

aaa

bbb

ccc

a

123
456
789
1
[Torah] [Ketuvim] [Neviim] [Torah]

related to prayer verses during Rosh Hashanah services.72 The 3-part overall structure of
Rab is also arranged around the main Rosh Hashanah prayers: [A] Malkhuyot (Kingship),
[B] Zikhronot (Remembrance) and [C] Shoferot (Revealer of Law).
The most important elements from these sketches to survive the reworking into
Adieux include the processional-like opening (inspired by the synagogue dream) with its
low bass drum tolling, the pleading, cantorial cello solo, prominent English horn melody
(recalling the shofar) and, from later in the Rab sketches, the complete withholding of
pitch-class B until a critical moment. In Rab this moment of revelation, at somewhere
near the structural golden mean, is a purely intramusical feature whereby a single pitch
class omitted from an otherwise chromatic context abruptly [re-]surfaces like a repressed
memory; in Adieux, the appearance of B becomes a more potent moment, not just
intramusically significant but extramusically pointing toward the climactic “Invention on
a Single Note” episode in Wozzeck (Act III, scene ii) and, like in Berg’s opera, triggers
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“The following three sections of the Musaf known as the Malhuyot, Zihronot and Shoferot deal with the themes:
God the King, God the Divine Recorder, and God the Revealer of our Law. The Mishna Rosh Hashanah (4:6) compiled
in the second century of the common era, already mentions these three divisions as part of the ritual of the day. It refers
to the practice, still observed, of sounding the Shofar between each portion, and the provision that each of these three
sections contains not less than ten verses from the threefold division of the Bible—three from the Torah (Pentateuch),
three from the Ketuvim (Sacred Writings), three from Neviim (Prophets), and a concluding verse from the Torah
[one].” Provided to the author by Brian Cherney (source: unknown). Bold/italics added.
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the sudden intrusion of a decidedly foreign kind of dance music which is also briefly
sketched in the Rab study.
Most significantly, Adieux—and its Rab sources—is the first work of Cherney’s
to address his Jewish faith in an extended way. Cherney considers it a “very Jewish
piece”73 on account of its aforementioned dream source, the pervasively elegiac/Hebraic
sound world and religious numerology. Some of these elements are admittedly gnostic,
secretive or oblique, only occasionally rising to the level of legibility, more often buried
within the musical structure like a secret genetic code. Cherney recalls a strong antimodel, Srul Irving Glick, an older Jewish-Canadian composer living in Toronto during
Cherney’s formative years (and a fellow Weinzweig pupil), who wrote a much more
overt brand of musical Judaica which greatly irritated Cherney: “I disliked this music so
much that I was inspired to never do anything remotely similar myself. If there were
going to be Jewish elements in my work, they were going to be subtle and almost
undetectable…”74 This position toward explicit Jewish elements can be understood as
both a committed avoidance of “self-Orientalization” (cf. Edward Said) and lingering
anxieties about programmatic explicitness, recalling the “tone poem” incident during
Cherney’s studies with Sam Dolin and the subsequent retreat into a kind of formalism.
Adieux poignantly breaks away from all of this. The formative effect of these early
experiences on Cherney’s artistic sensibilities cannot be overstated; that it took 38 years
for Cherney to allow his faith to flow freely (albeit clandestinely) into his musical
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Interview with the author (March 2016).
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Email correspondence with the author (April 2015).
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creations is a pointed testament to the profundity of this expressive reticence.75 Despite
this, Cherney is truly no formalist. His reflections on his own music and his guidance as a
teacher alike abound with references to communicability, audibility, meaningfulness—
music’s uncanny ability to say without speaking, its oft-celebrated ineffable quality.
Caught between the hermetic coldness of serialism and the hyperbolic gush of NeoRomanticism, Cherney struck his own nonpartisan path. One is reminded of Adorno’s
summation of Beethoven’s “Late Style”: “Objective is the fractured landscape, subjective
the light in which—alone—it glows into life. [Yet] he does not bring about their
harmonious synthesis….”76
Adieux: Musical Features
Adieux calls for the largest instrumental forces of any work Cherney had
composed up to that point—a Mahler-sized orchestra not surpassed in size in later works
like Into The Distant Stillness (1984) or even Transfiguration (1990):
3 Flutes (3. doubling piccolo)
3 Oboes (3. doubling English horn)
3 Clarinets in Bb (3. doubling bass clarinet)
2 Bassoons
Contrabassoon
6 Horns in F
3 Trumpets in Bb
3 Trombones (2 tenor, 1 bass)
Tuba

75

Cherney paints a complex picture of his religious upbringing in Peterborough, a small city just 125 kilometers
outside Toronto (Ontario): “There was, in those post-war years, a sizable Jewish population in Peterborough as well as
a functioning synagogue, with community events, regular Sabbath services, Hebrew school and all of that but there
were very few Jews compared to the general population. Thus, in my pubic school, from kindergarten to Grade 8, I was
almost the only Jewish kid in the school [. . .] Therefore, my identity was probably far more cosmopolitan than would
have been the case if I had grown up in Toronto, say, in Forest Hill, a predominantly Jewish area. As a result, I was
much more open to the general cultural and societal world.” Ibid.
76

Theodor Adorno, “Late Style in Beethoven” in Essays on Music, trans. Susan H. Gillespie (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2002), 567.
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Harp
Celesta
Percussion I:
3 triangles (high-medium-low)
3 gongs (high-medium-low)
Glockenspiel
Vibraphone
Claves
Suspended cymbal

Percussion II:
3 triangles (high-medium-low)
3 gongs (high-medium-low)
Tubular chimes
Marimba
Chinese bell-tree
Crash Cymbals
Claves
Suspended cymbal

Percussion III:
3 triangles (high-medium-low)
3 gongs (high-medium-low)
Tambourine
Xylophone
Glass chimes
Tam-tam
Timpani

Percussion IV:
3 triangles (high-medium-low)
3 gongs (high-medium-low)
Sleigh bells
Wood block
Anvil
Claves
Bass drum
Snare drum
Tam-Tam

Percussion V:
3 triangles (high-medium-low)
3 gongs (high-medium-low)
Crotales (1 octave set)
Tenor drum
1 cowbell (medium)
Glockenspiel
Claves
Strings

The work divides roughly into three large contiguous sections I have somewhat hesitantly
labelled with sonata-form terminology: A (Introduction / “Exposition”) — B
(“Development”) — C (“Recapitulation” / Coda). This is almost certainly not how
Cherney conceived of the piece compositionally, but the rough tripartite partitioning (and
sub-partitioning within) corresponds strongly with traditional formal markers such as
closure/arrival, thematic presentation vs. development or variation, difference vs.
repetition (i.e. recapitulation), Satz vs. Gang, etc. Accordingly, section A is the most
closed, “tightly” constructed and unified of any section, presenting a more or less
continuous unfolding of a single idea: the slow, funereal processional marked by
prominent cello solo, tolling drums and low harp and a slow registral expansion from F4
(above middle-C) outwards to an enormous chromatic chord encompassing the entire
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orchestral tessitura. The much-larger B section is contrastingly quite loose formally and
developmental in tone, with a great variety of textures and sub-sections presented in
sometimes violent opposition, replete with structural fissures and quasi-aleatoric
fragmentation. C presents a truncated recapitulation of A but with the
accumulation/intensification trajectory reversed: the piece now seems to recede into the
distance, the opening processional retreating in quiet resignation. Three references to
Bartók, Berg and Schoenberg cluster at the ends of both A and B, intensifying the feel of
closure and structural parallelism (FIG. 22).
The remainder of this sub-chapter’s focus on Adieu will be through the lens of the
interpretive framework outlined in the introduction: TEXTS—TEXTURES—INTERTEXTS.
As the first extended [orchestral] work in Cherney’s mature style, the framework
developed here in relation to his most characteristic works finally fits most neatly with
Adieux and Transfiguration. In other words, we have arrived at the works from/for which
the interpretive framework was initially developed. This is the heart of my thesis, where
all major concerns (the intertextual networks of quotation and allusion, the role of
orchestral textures in furnishing spatial/painterly experiential metaphors, the power of
text to both generate and shape musical ideas and instill music with a
communicative/narrative potency) align.
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FIG. 22, Adieux structural snapshot
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Apropos TEXT, Adieux belongs within the orchestral tone poem (or symphonic
poem) tradition of Debussy’s Trois Nocturnes or La Mer. More normative examples of
the genre (Richard Strauss looms large and obvious) would also suffice, although
Cherney’s music shares few familial traits with them. Less overtly depictive or
descriptive, more vaguely pictorial and impressionistic, Cherney’s rumination on life,
loss and religious ritual throughout Adieux engages with clearly “textual” topics in an
opaque way. Still, the work leans forward with urgency, seeming to say, to name—the
title itself the strongest textual marker of meaning, or what Albright and Nattiez call an
“incitement” towards meaningfulness: Adieux, a farewell (to what, to whom?), a
reference (Beethoven’s Lebwohl? Haydn’s Abschied?), a gestalt (the figure of a hand
waving, someone receding into the distance—or is it we who are receding, being waved
at?). The work unfolds in the light of this title, colouring all with an expressive
immediacy; yet the work’s sketches, replete with so many textual asides (“funeral music
from dream”, “statement—answer”, “covenant [remembered]”) can only be, in the end,
background. Such marginalia do not constitute the work’s content as far as any listener
not briefed on its full history, gestation and origins is concerned; even a study of the
score, a reading, does not offer any clues or keys more specific, more literal. This
conundrum gets to the heart of the hermeneutic tradition, but any project of interpretation
assumes a certain fullness, a suggestive richness hidden within the work which might
force such background (as discussed above) to reveal itself, to rise and flicker.
The opening gesture of the Beethoven sonata (Les Adieux, op. 81a) is a
particularly good example of “incitement towards meaning” via text/music tensions: the
ascending horn fifths in Eb so readily associated with heroic fanfare/military topics are
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literally inverted, expressively subverting the familiar role of fanfares as introductory
signals of arrival. Beethoven’s introspective fanfare descends to mysteriously land on vi
[c minor]; instead of arrival, it compellingly suggests its antithesis (departure or adieux),
with the Sonata’s semi-programmatic title mediating between what Michael Spitzer calls
the “blocked assimilation” of a subverted norm/topic, and a listener’s knowledge of
Beethoven’s biographical details (i.e. his friendship with the patron and pupil Archduke
Rudolph, a detail further explicated by the later addition of a dedication to the score).77
There is an analogue to Cherney’s work and a tension between the implications of
its title—its semantic clarity—and the opening gesture; instead of departing, the work
seems to slowly arrive or approach. This tension between text/title and actual musical
experience (of the work’s unfolding) forces a higher-level interpretation, one which seeks
to alleviate the contradiction between Adieux/farewell topics and a music that seems,
paradoxically, to arrive/approach. That higher-level interpretation, a direct response to
the music’s charged incitement, involves what I call its overall narrative arc.
The concept of narrative or narrativity (“narrative-ness”) here is most helpful.
Narrative is, of course, at its origins and in most basic form, linguistic; its etymology
relates to the telling or recounting of knowledge (nārrāre). It is storytelling, that most
primal of human endeavors. Yet narrative/narrativity can easily be extracted from the
linguistic or textual and reconceived abstractly as contour, figure, gestalt—the very arc in
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See Michael Spitzer, Metaphor and Musical Thought (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004). Spitzer’s
concept of “blocked assimilation” explains the process by which a listener seeks meaning when faced with some form
of syntactical/grammatical impertinence. In other words, meaning—particularly in the case of metaphor—seems to
arise from something functioning oddly. This is not dissimilar from Leonard Meyer’s theory of emotion or affect
arising “when an expectation—a tendency to respond—activated by the musical stimulus situation, is temporarily
inhibited or permanently blocked” (Meyer 1956, 31). Meyer’s work has been taken up by an entire generation of
cognitive musicologists, e.g. David Huron, Sweet Anticipation (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006).
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narrative arc. Daniel Albright suggests that even strictly literary narratives are “nothing
but an incitement [for us] to make a narrative, since [narratives] become significant to us
only insofar as we fill in their blanks, as we remap them onto private grids of thought and
feeling.”78 This echoes Nattiez as quoted in my introduction (“Music is not a narrative,
but an incitement to make narrative. . .”79); indeed, it is only when the concept of
narrative is reduced to mere structural shape or empty grid that music’s narrative
potentiality becomes plausible. The basic narrative arc of Adieux only becomes truly
vivid through its textural/orchestrational and harmonic dimensions (discussed below),
although I will argue that these elements are mutually supportive and interwoven—
essential ingredients in crafting and conveying the expressive content of Adieux.
The implied narrative arc of Adieux is a basic shape or gestalt (FIG. 23) which
tracks a rise, plateau and fall. I argue it at once suggests the arc of a religious ritual
(processional—ceremony—recessional), related to both funerals and Rosh Hashanah
services, and that of a human life. The Adieux topic again mediates between (and gathers
together) all three: a funeral is a farewell to a loved one yet the start of the afterlife (fall—
rise); the Rosh Hashanah celebrates the coming of the new year and bids farewell to the
preceding one (rise—fall); and the arc of life necessitates birth (rise), life (plateau) and
death (fall). Jann Pasler, drawing on the writings of composer Barney Childs, also links
the basic prototypical narrative arc with the curve of a human life.80
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Daniel Albright, Panaesthetics (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014), 206.
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Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Music and Discourse: Toward a Semiology of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1987), 129 [emphasis added].
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“Childs finds this curve to be the most ‘basic structural organization of a work of time art’ and sees it as a way of
representing life.” Jann Pasler (quoting Barney Childs), “Narrative and Narrativity in Music” in Writing Through
Music: Essays on Music, Culture, and Politics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 33.
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FIG. 23, Adieux narrative arc

This narrative arc is mirrored in the TEXTURAL. It is fully supported by the movement
and growth of pitches as the piece unfolds and further intensified by the painterly
(background/foreground; depth/presence) approach to orchestration, giving the narrative
arc a sense of textured tangibility and spatial ‘feel’. It is here that the musical landscape
concept (mutatis mutandis Schafer’s ‘soundscape’ concept) first introduced in the
introduction comes fully into play as orchestral texture spun to both painterly and
spatial/immersive effects.
The Musical Landscape: An Aside
The relationship between what I term musical landscapes, texture, and the
orchestral medium requires some further explication before proceeding. First, the
landscape concept in my usage relates directly to the visual arts genre of landscape
painting, whereas Schafer’s soundscape is more concerned with the lived experience of
our own worldly “soundtracks” (birdsong, wind, water, trains, the noise of cities etc.).
Both might inform composition or our approach to musical conceptualization (i.e.
experiential metaphors), but I prefer restoring the painterly sense of scape or scene and
largely forgoing Schafer’s definition. Music and painting have a richly intertwined
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history81 and share important characteristics of texture, perspective and figuration. They
also have important differences which heighten their panaesthetic yearnings, namely
painting toward the temporal and music toward the pictorial. Painting, particularly
landscape painting, is most typically a static, atemporal representation of temporal,
dynamic events; in other words, it represents a slice of life frozen, as in photography.
Music, contrary to this, unfolds in time. When music ‘does’ painting, it seems to animate
what the painterly can only suggest, ungluing the static freeze and setting it in motion.82
Instrumental texture (the deployment of instruments into layered strata or choirs,
differentiated not only by timbre and intensity but function) is the primary means by
which this animation operates, activating a sense of movement across space—not only
“left-to-right” but “far-to-near.” Orchestration seems to spatialize texture, differentiating
sound strata into a complex weave of presence and distance, nudging that term closer to
its original sense of feel as borrowed from tactile sense modalities, like a hand running
across fabric’s bumps and crevices. Sound is thus not only animated but spatialized; it
becomes an agent of dimensionality, tricking the ear as an aural trompe l’oeil.
Second, the musical landscape has important characteristics not all orchestral
music shares, so I aim to be more specific about the term’s prototypical features:
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See Michael Spitzer, Chapter 4 (“Harmony and Painting”) for an extended exegesis on this history.
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The way music unfolds in time might suggest a closer affiliation with the much newer medium of cinema, which,
since its advent, has become a more dominant mode of musical conceptualization, now more typically discussed as
being cinematic rather than painterly. This is not an unwelcome development, and certainly the rise of sound film (and
their associated musical soundtracks and Foley) has strengthened the music-as-cinema conceptualization, though often
to the point of banality. I bypass the more overtly cinematic and reach back to painting (music-as-painting) because of
its emphasis on texture, which painting more fundamentally shares with music, rather than tone, which is a prevailing
mode of cinematic analysis. To compare the tone of cinema with the tone of music would quite obviously risk either
tautology or outright redundancy. How music seems to animate the painterly through orchestral texture is, for the
present analysis, simply more interesting.
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1. It tends towards sonic immersion. Like Schafer’s soundscape of the natural world,
which surrounds us at all times like a panorama, musical landscapes work best
with larger, richer sonic palettes, i.e. the modern symphony orchestra.83
2. Relatedly, it might feature a play of depth/distance. Borrowing from landscape
painting and more general painterly technique, musical landscapes may make
their subject either the movement of topics across a static landscape (like a
processional moving across a horizon) or the illusion of the listener herself
moving through a landscape where fixed topics approach and recede. Imagine
walking through a forest at night.
3. It typically features passages of prolonged stasis. Like the painterly landscape,
musical landscapes allow an atmospheric immersion in a world where the
richness of the world’s furnishings (its forests, fields, seas and skies) become the
central focus of the aesthetic experience, rather than action per se; in musical
landscapes, the primary musical substance is textural (the sonic fabric of the
orchestra) rather than gestural.
In this light, an exploration of the role of TEXTURE in Adieux, apropos the musical
landscape, will be resumed.
The opening processional presents a gradual coming into view, moving at once
outward and forward/toward the listener from the unison F (FIG. 24). A sonic “vanishing
point” (cf. perspective lines in painting), the F burns like a distant pole star, fixed in place
while its light radiates ever-brighter towards the observer. We move toward it (or it
moves toward us); the processional becomes more vibrant and immediate even as the
focal-point F remains anchored; pitches around it bloom outward in symmetrical arrays
of thirds and seconds. Each bloom is sharply extinguished (like a flame pinched out) then
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It is no surprise that Schafer’s work has been taken up enthusiastically by practitioners of electronic music,
diffused so typically by surround-sound speakers or headphones, hence immersive.
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re-ignited by the clack of a single clave (m. 4; m. 13; m. 19; etc.), recalling Xenakis’
prominent woodblock punctuations in the opening string texture of Metastasis (1953-54).
FIG. 24, Adieux processional (mm. 1-19), harmonic reduction
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Across these clave “triggers” a high, climbing cello solo emerges from out of the muted
string texture (FIG. 25), dancing around the same F tonic—increasingly expressive,
increasingly vocal in gestures replete with portamenti, swells, stutters and slurs. Cherney
compares the cello solo to a kind of “cantorial” chanting or utterance; against the cold,
distant backdrop of the muted orchestra, it strikes a vividly human foreground figure.84
The cello is eventually met (or swallowed) by the orchestra as is grows forward in
immediacy and outward in register; by m. 28, the first “intertextual intrusion” in the piece
(A2 in my structural snapshot, FIG. 22—more on this below), the solo cello has
completely receded. At this moment the string section has reached a massive chromatic
chord encompassing the widest expanse of the orchestral tessitura (from Ab1 to A6)
before congealing into an Ab unison (m. 35) stretched across these five octaves.
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“The cello solo at the beginning in the first part is very reminiscent, in a way, of the way that the [synagogue]
cantor would chant certain things [. . . ] it has a certain pleading quality to it.” From an interview with the author
(March 2016).
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FIG. 25, Adieux opening cello solo (“cantorial utterance”)
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Cherney relates the procession/recession idea to Debussy’s Trois Nocturnes and
its “Fêtes” second movement.85 The Romantic literature is rife with such entfernend
(“distancing”) effects, in Wagner and Mahler in particular—witness the receding and
approaching horns in Act II of Tristan or the finale of Mahler’s Second Symphony. These
involve rather enlarged orchestra forces, like Adieux, employed in such a ‘painterly’ way
to suggest subtle spectra of dynamic and distance. Part of the enlargement process the
symphony orchestra underwent across the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries led to not
just an increase in overall sonic amplitude but, paradoxically, finer gradations of timbral
nuance and quietude. The amassing of instruments into the modern orchestra throughout
this period, synthesized from diverse families with diverse histories and implications (see
FIG. 26) coincides with the rapid rise of city populations during the Industrial
Revolution; for Schafer, this coincidence was not trivial, calling the concert hall a
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“The music itself was inspired, not for the last time by the way, by the middle piece of Debussy's Nocturnes,
“Fêtes”—the way that starts off [. . . ] and there's the middle section with a processional, and it starts off as if it's distant
and then it seems to come closer. And I was trying to do the same thing in the last part of [Adieux].” Ibid.
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“substitute for outdoor life”86 from which the average city dweller was increasingly
isolated. Hence the Romantic obsession with enacting Entfernung, sonically, using the
expanded orchestra to fashion a kind of “wide-angle tableaux [through which] the
composer observes the landscape at a distance.”87 Timbre thus becomes an agent of
meaning through play and connotation, as with stock characters in a novel; this perhaps
reaches its Romantic apotheosis in Mahler, where the assortment of folk ländlers, military
fanfares, angelic voices and hunting horns are drawn into the concert hall from without.
FIG. 26, the modern orchestra-as-tripartite synthesis: the court strings of Louis XIV, the bucolic winds
from the pastoral world and the open-air brass and percussion from the martial (and hunting) worlds.

Mahler, ever analogous to Cherney, often dramatizes this uncanny sense of drawing in
from without/afar, building upon both the outdoor/“otherworldy” connotations of certain
instrumental characters and the expanded orchestral palette as a whole to sculpt
atmospherically distant hues (the opening of the First Symphony is exemplary in this
regard). Adorno identified the latter tendency first in Wagner’s treatment of massed divisi
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R. Murray Schafer, The Soundscape: Our Sonic Environment and the Tuning of the World (Rochester, VT:
Destiny Books, 1994), 104.
87

Ibid., 105 [emphasis added]. Schafer is here referring more specifically to the pre-Romantic “landscapes” of
Handel and Haydn.
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strings as an “al fresco” effect whereby the sound of individual violins is lost in an
indistinct sonic blur.88 Like the blueish-gray tinge in painting which marks horizon
objects as distant, the timbral play throughout the opening of Adieux involves that same
phantasmagoric complex of muted strings in multi-part divisions and horns marked quasi
lontano which oscillate between stopped and open positions, in addition to tolling
gongs/bass drum/tam-tams and various “flickering” effects in solo violas and flutes
(flutter-tongueing and harmonic tremolos). That flickering eventually spreads at the
height of the opening approach, the cap of A (m. 50), animating the entire string section
in a tangled web of trills and tremolos. Like the earlier clave triggers, this allencompassing chord is violently and suddenly extinguished by an engorged percussion
strike (m. 51). Throughout this entire opening process, and until over halfway into the
piece (section B4), the pitch-class B is withheld, even in the midst of otherwise dense
chromatic chords and figures. Its eventual emergence forms a dramatic moment in the
piece, occasioning another burst of “intertextual intrusions” (related to Wozzeck); yet its
absence proves just as vital, a kind of pervasive hole in the orchestral texture. The
missing B does not just symbolize absence (death—departure—adieux) but enacts it, the
harmonic/textural equivalent of the dissolved manuscript ruptures in Seven Images.
Finally, the role of INTERTEXTS—in the guise of quotation, simulacrum and
allusion—play an important role in the formal shape and expressive content of Adieux.
They extend and heighten the aforementioned ‘texted’/textural components: through tears
in the orchestral fabric and the intrusion of something at once familiar and foreign;
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“Strauss speaks of Wagner’s al fresco treatment of the strings in the Fire Music, which contains figures that can no
longer be played precisely in time by a single violin and which yet resound in the ‘chorus’ because there the
inadequacies of the individual playing disappear.” Theodor Adorno, In Search of Wagner, trans. Randy Livingstone
(London: Verso, 1981), 69.
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through filmic fading whereby one kind of music seems to dissolve into another; and
through the secret channels they establish between Adieux and its sources. These
intertextual moments are particularly dense in terms of hermeneutic provocation: by
“pointing towards” something seemingly outside of the piece, they pose questions. A map
of these intertextual moments outlines a more detailed breakdown of their placement and
ordering within Adieux (FIG. 27).
FIG. 27, Adieux intertextual map

Just as quotation and simulacrum can be placed on a spectrum of increasing originality
(or, alternately, decreasing fidelity to its source), the intertextual moments in Adieux span
a range—from the “near quotation” of the final Erwartung reference (in which nearly
everything except the original pitches is ‘quoted’) to the mysteriously buried (or perhaps
drowned) allusion to Bluebeard and the imaginative spin on Berg’s Wozzeck, to the “folk
simulacrums” which perhaps seem like quotations but aren’t.
Taking stock of the intertextual catalogue: the Bartók reference occurs at the
registral peak of the initial string unfolding. Drawing from the introductory music at the
opening of the “Sixth Door,” Cherney’s intertextual aside slyly conceals Bartók’s liquid
celesta, harp and wind runs within the protracted string texture (FIG. 28). Judith and
Bluebeard’s exchange several measures later reveals what lies behind this door:
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JUDITH:

I can see a sheet of water,
White and tranquil sleeping water.
What is this mysterious water?

BLUEBEARD:

Tears, my Judith, tears, tears!

FIG. 28, Adieux, mm. 28+, Bartók reference (cf. original, below)
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(FIG. 28, cont.— Bartók original, m. 91+, Bluebeard’s Castle)

The second intertext is a high cello solo I’ve marked “Incantation,” recalling the cantorlike solo of the exposition but more strongly marked as “folk simulacrum” on account of
its pitch content and ritualistic repetitions. While the first cello solo unfolds a chromatic
pitch splay around F, the later “Incantation” solo reinterprets the F-as-anchor within a
diatonic space (see FIG. 29) at once suggestive of a minor “3-2-1” fall landing on D and a
symmetrical, partially pentatonic collection built on that D. Cherney links this second
solo even more vividly with memories from his childhood synagogue:
In the interior of the piece, I tried to recreate the memory of this part of the
service in my youth in my hometown, even the typical Reader (Rabbi)
chanting a line of liturgy and its response by the Congregation. The prayer
was “Avinu mal-keynu” (Our Father, our King) and I remembered vividly
the sound of Rabbi Babb (the Rabbi in my town) chanting each line and
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the response by the Congregation. The cello plays literally the motive as I
remember it.89
FIG. 29, Adieux, mm. 80-111, “Incantation” (cello solo) and reduction

Reduction: unfolding of a diatonic (modal) collection

Cherney thus blurs the division between simulacrum and quotation: the cello’s
incantation is both a transcription of a real ‘performance’ and the recreation/enacting of
some distant, faded bit of personal history. The intertextual thread here links the listener
directly to Cherney’s own memories.
The third and final intertextual episode is actually a complex of three references
or allusions: the Wozzeck B-unison, the “folk dance” intrusion that follows, and the
Erwartung quotation through which the dance music dissipates at the close of the
“development” section (B), thus triggering the return of the opening material now in
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Brian Cherney, email correspondence with the author (January 2016).
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recessional guise (C, “recapitulation”). These intertexts, even more than the submerged
Bartók reference, have pivotal formal consequences for the piece: the omni-absent B is
suddenly filled-in by way of Berg; like a chain reaction, this allusion to Berg’s
“Invention” clears a space for the entry of a foreign element, also modelled on Berg’s
“folksy” dance episode which follows (FIG. 30).
FIG. 30, Adieux, mm. 208-215, Wozzeck allusion (cf. original, below)

Berg, Wozzeck (Act II, transition to Scene 3)

The reference is quite clear: a unison B exploding in a violent cluster—an aggressive
aside in the percussion—the B retaken—the dance intrusion. Cherney overlays the
(elaborated) percussion aside with the retaking of the B, removing the grand pause and
truncating what actually transpires in Wozzeck, without comprising the ‘legibility’ of the
allusion. More interestingly, the intrusion of “base” barroom music in Wozzeck is entirely
inverted even as the basic structure of the episode is maintained: Cherney’s quintuple103

meter dance (related to the 3+3+3+1 numerology cited in the Rab sketches)—roughly
modelled on the instrumentation mentioned in the Old Testament passage90—is pious, if
quietly exuberant in its tones of exultation (see FIG. 31 for more detail).
FIG. 31, Adieux, Psalm-inspired “Folk dance”, mm. 219-223

The repetitive metrical structure (3+3+4), tonally-focused harmony and Psalm-inspired
instrumentation mark this music as decidedly other; like the cello incantation, they may
read as quotation or simulacrum. This music is ultimately swept away by what proves to
be the clearest quotation yet: the closing gesture of Erwartung (see FIG. 32).
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“Praise ye the Lord. Praise God in his sanctuary: praise him in the firmament of his power. Praise him for his
mighty acts: praise him according to his excellent greatness. Praise him with the sound of the trumpet: praise him with
the psaltery and harp. Praise him with the timbrel and dance: praise him with stringed instruments and organs. Praise
him upon the loud cymbals: praise him upon the high sounding cymbals. Let every thing that hath breath praise the
Lord. Praise ye the Lord.” Psalm 150 (KJV).
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Beyond their formal consequences, their foreign flavors, what is the significance
of these particular intertexts—Bartók, Berg, Schoenberg—within the world of Adieux?
The Jewish “folk simulacrums” of incantation and dance clearly relate to Cherney’s
synagogue dream and its aftermath, but why Bluebeard, Wozzeck, Erwartung? All
clearly deal with loss and its surrogate themes (death—decay—farewell), yet Cherney’s
Adieux may also be construed as referencing not just these composers’ various opera
plots and monodrama heroines but the very artists themselves, both as historical subjects
that lived and died and also as characters near the center of Cherney’s orbits of influence:
Bela Bartók, Alban Berg, Arnold Schoenberg. As a work which ultimately marks not
only an adieux but a true arrival in terms of Cherney’s maturity, the first large-scale work
in the orchestral realm in his mature style—akin to “masterpiece” in its original sense,
related to the Meisterstücke whereby an apprentice proved the completion of their
tutelage with a work of considerable craft and individuality—Adieux bids farewell to that
trio of influences which loomed so large throughout Cherney’s artistic development.91
Their quotation may be thought of as a kind of expunging in this light: that same literal
“composing-out” which marked moments of the Violin Concerto and their charged
references to both Bartók and Berg. Moreover, Cherney suggestively links the work’s
title with the Judaic elements found within, problematizing (or even rejecting) his
identification as an overtly Jewish composer.92 Recall the etymology of adieux: à—Dieu,
to God. An offering, or a valediction? Tethering together these various threads under the
auspices of farewell, the work stages a confrontation with a past both general and
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It is admittedly mostly the works from Schoenberg’s “freely atonal” period (ca. 1908-1916, before the serial
developments of the early 1920’s) which Cherney counts among his stronger influences.
92

Email correspondence with the author (January 2017).
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personal (identity, dreams, memories, memories of dreams…), with the figures of Bartók,
Berg and Schoenberg suspended between these—since these figures are at once historical
and, being confessed influences, deeply personal. As in a eulogy, Cherney celebrates
absence (of loved ones, of looming influence, of a bygone past) through the re-enacted
presence of memory eloquently rendered audible. Only then can one bid Adieux.
FIG. 32, Adieux, Erwartung reference (cf. original, below)
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(compare with) Schoenberg, Erwartung, m. 426
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CHAPTER 3: Transfiguration: 1990
3.1 INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND & SOURCES

Ist dies etwa der Tod?
It this perhaps death?
—Joseph von Eichendorff, “Im Abendrot”

Selle, sprich, ist das der Tod?
Soul, speak: can this be death?
—Johann Gottfried Herder, “Verklärung”

Geh, wilder Knochemann! Ich bin noch jung!
Go, fierce man of bones! I am still young!
—Franz Schubert (after Matthias Claudius), “Der Tod und das Mädchen”

The ‘apostrophication’ of death runs thematically throughout Western culture,
typically formulated as a male figure—someone to flee, to confront, to desperately
negotiate with and ultimately submit to. The late Medieval/Renaissance trope of the
“Dance of Death” represents something of an apotheosis of the Death-as-man
conceptualization, showing (most spectacularly in Bernt Notke’s so-called “Lübeck
Danse Macabre” tapestry, see FIG. 33.1) a skeletal figure, that “fierce man of bones”
enacting the dance of death with every member of society from the Pope on down.
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FIG. 33.1, Bernt Notke, Lübeck Danse Macabre, detail (ca. 1463); the original tapestry was lost but a
copy survived until World War II, when it was destroyed by Allied firebombing campaigns.93

This body of fifteenth and sixteenth-century death tropes was resuscitated by later
Romantic poets and artists, particularly Germanic, who modelled and refashioned these
art topics in light of a heightened fascination with the grim and spooky. These themes
migrated to the lieder of Schubert and Schumann et al. through the poetry of Eichendorff,
Herder, Müller and Goethe. From the Danse Macabre assortment of society’s colorful
characters, the figure of “Death and the Maiden” (FIG. 33.2) was extracted, isolated and
examined, most famously in Schubert’s darkly erotic setting of Matthias Claudius. The
dance of death, the story goes, does not discriminate on the basis of age, sex or rank.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Totentanz_L%C3%BCbeck_5.jpg)
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FIG. 33.2, Hans Baldung, Tod und das Mädchen (ca. 1520)94

At the root of these tropes is the quandary: there
are many deaths, but there is also one Death.
The personification of death as Death, that
singular figure which will eventually haunt us
all, is the enactment of a metaphorical model
whereby abstract concepts take the form of
familiar beings. It at once makes the idea of
death easier to conceptualize and more terrifying
on account of its sudden tangible immediacy.
Brian Cherney’s Shekhinah (1988, for solo
viola) and the later orchestral transfiguration of
this work meditates on the theme of death and its
personifications, in light of the inconceivable horrors of the Holocaust. Drawn together
through references to Schubert’s “Der Tod und das Mädchen,” Mahler’s “Ich bin der
Welt abhanden gekommen” and the photograph of an Auschwitz victim whom Cherney
casts in a divine light, the mise-en-abyme network of charged allusions in the large-scale
orchestral work Transfiguration (1990) represent a summation of his work.
Schubert—Shekhinah
In the late 1980s, Cherney began an intense period of immersion in Holocaustrelated literature. Born in the same year as the initial implementations of the “Final

94

Source: Wikimedia Commons
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hans_Baldung_-_Death_and_the_Maiden_-_WGA01190.jpg)
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Solution” (die Endlösung der Judenfrage, first formulated legislatively in 194295),
Cherney had long felt a disturbingly serendipitous connection to the fate of European
Jewry. In the midst of this immersion, he happened across a review of a recent
publication, The Holocaust in History (Michael Marrus, 1987). Cherney recalls the
moment vividly:
I remember being mesmerized by a photograph which accompanied the
review—a group of Hungarian women and children coming off a train
onto the ramps at Auschwitz in May or June of 1944. One of the women
was quite tall and rather young and she reminded me a little of Rivka
Golani, the violist for whom I was to write a piece for solo viola. Almost
immediately I had the idea of writing a piece for the woman in the
photograph, in an attempt to ‘rescue’ her from anonymity, perhaps a little
presumptuously on my part. The title of the piece refers to the female
aspect of God in Jewish mystical belief, and the presence of such in the
world.96
That work for viola would become Shekhinah; what became of the woman is not known,
although she presumably perished in the gas chambers. Cherney focuses on the figure in
the photograph (FIG. 34) as a kind of personification (more properly: synecdoche) of the
Holocaust, where the sheer number of murdered multitudes is actually inconceivable.
Cherney’s singular but unknown woman, like the figure of Death-as-man, comes to
represent them all—a naming of the unnameable (indeed, she remains nameless).
Shekhinah represents the feminine aspect of divinity; Shekhinah honours this
symbol with shimmering trills (representing nefesh or throat, later associated with the
soul), a lullaby (representing the maternal aspect of womanhood) and a lilting passage
Cherney refers to as “The Dance.” To these, Cherney adds an explicit connection to
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United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005477)
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Email correspondence with the author (February 2017).
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Schubert’s young maiden by quoting “Der Tod und das Mädchen,” underlying the
melody and text Ich bin noch jung! alongside a harmonically-sheared version of the
opening accompaniment, rendered hollow like a mysterious organum fragment (FIG. 35).
Cherney thus revivifies a lost figure through a double projection: the woman in the
photograph comes to personify the Mädchen figure of the Christian Danse Macabre,
while also serving as a Judaic synecdoche for the Holocaust. By making her both a
someone and an everyone, Cherney combats the stolen personhood of this anonymous
figure.
FIG. 34, Auschwitz photograph (Michael Marrus, The Holocaust in History. University Press of New
England, 1987). Cherney was most drawn to the shawl-wearing woman with her hand at her throat.
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FIG. 35, Schubert, “Der Tod und das Mädchen”—cf. Shekhinah (below)

Placing fragments from the solo work into an orchestral context—fashioning a kind of
elaborate textural backdrop on which Shekhinah is rear-projected—Cherney thus stages a
dramatic foregrounding of a hidden figure which gradually reveals itself. Like Freud’s
concept of “screen memory,” the embedded Schubert quotation is an ironic cover for
something truly sinister which would emerge a century later, when the same culture of
Kant and Goethe would actively dismantle its “thousand-year history”97 and nearly
destroy the world in the process. The Jewish relation to this culture—problematic at best,
devastating at worst, deeply interlaced yet forever apart—is aptly represented by the
collapsing together of Shekhinah and the Teutonic Mädchen figure, and furthermore by
reference to Mahler. Thus engaging with canonic quotation and self-quotation alike,
Cherney’s intertexts refer back to and across themselves, forming a cohesive but
permeable micro-canon of their own within which tropes, topics and even characters pass
freely. Like Mahler’s interlinked symphonic worlds, these passageways quite literally
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The narrator of Thomas Mann’s Doctor Faustus mourns this dismantling and its horrific corruption of all that
came before: “Our ‘thousand-year’ history, refuted, reduced ad absurdum, weighed in the balance and found unblest,
turns out to be a road leading nowhere, or rather into despair, and unexampled bankruptcy, a descensus Averno lighted
by the dance of roaring flames. . .” Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus, trans. H. T. Lowe-Porter (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1947) 462.
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open routes of meaning: following Michael Klein’s gloss on Eco—“Musical texts speak
among themselves”—we are made to overhear this conversation.
3.2 TRANSFIGURATION (1990)
Commissioned by Montréal Musiques Actuelles with aid from a Canada Council
for the Arts grant, Transfiguration was written for the Orchestre Métropolitain de
Montréal and premiered in November 1990. Cherney—approaching 50, now a two-time
father and having lost his own father six years earlier—reflected here for the first time on
trauma and memory both personal and cultural, local- and large-scale, apropos the
Holocaust and its increasingly faded legacy, evermore beyond our reach. These decidedly
mature topics (mortality—memory—introspection) roughly correspond with the arrival
of “Late Style” in both Mahler (ca. 1908 with the late symphonies) and Beethoven (ca.
1820 with the E Major Sonata op. 109), aged 48 and 50 respectively. Cherney had
certainly explored these topics before, e.g. Adieux, but here they are extended and treated
with a heightened sense of technical sophistication and personal/poetic expressivity; they
paradoxically become more vivid, more urgent, yet—following Cherney’s idiosyncratic
disposition, and the more general features of a “Late Style”—more gnostic. A path from
vividness (immediacy) to distance is in fact enacted throughout the piece, reversing the
“coming-into-view” trajectory of Adieux; and, like the rich tapestries of Adieux, timbre
becomes a connotative agent of meaning, particularly with regard to narrative trajectory
and the “sonic archeology” which reveals buried fragments of Shekhinah and Schubert.
The large orchestral forces gathered in Transfiguration include:
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3 Flutes (3. doubling piccolo)
2 Oboes
English horn
2 Clarinets in Bb (3. doubling bass clarinet)
2 Bassoons
Contrabassoon
4 Horns in F
3 Trumpets in Bb
3 Trombones
Tuba
Harp
Piano (doubling celesta)
Percussion I:
Glockenspiel
Chimes
Crotales (one octave)
3 Triangles (high-medium-low)
3 Tam-tams (high-medium-low)

Percussion II:
Vibraphone
2 Suspended cymbals (medium-large)
3 gongs (high-medium-low)
Sistrum
Snare Drum

Percussion III:
Marimba
Snare drum
Tenor drum
Bass drum
4 Cowbells
Strings

The partitioning of instruments into differentiated yet flexible units I call figure-types
blur the distinction between timbral and pitch/rhythmic parameters; orchestration and
texture, objectified into a kind of painterly or sculptural “stuff,” becomes vividly tangible
as material. Like all great orchestrators, Cherney’s mature command of orchestral
writing reveals that the textural “surface” of the music penetrates to the level of substructure (form) through pitch/rhythmic material and its articulation (discourse). The
figure-types interpenetrate the textural, ‘linguistic’ and formal. They are employed in
varying guises, recombinations and layerings throughout Transfiguration; each has a
specific textural character, linguistic function and formal role:
1. Shimmering
2. Voice«Voices (encompassing Monophony, Heterophony, Polyphony)
3. Punctuation
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Shimmering (e.g. FIG. 36.1) typically involves diffusely divided sound-masses,
string predominant and often canonically staggered, filled with interlaced bundles of
gently charged sonic filaments. While the speed and width of the oscillations vary (from
slow measured sighs to rapid trills, from tight minor seconds to larger intervals), the
general feature is an incandescent flickering whereby harmonic fields are illuminated
with motion and life. Shimmering textures may slowly move (as in the “Ascending
Music” topic which occupies the medial thrust of the piece) or remain fixed, embodying
Cherney’s interest in stillness and quietude. Early glints of this figure-type were hinted at
in the Two Songs of 1963 (see FIG. 4.3, 5.1, 8.1) and Seven Images (see FIG. 18).
FIG. 36.1, “Figure-type”: Shimmering, example (mm. 170-173)

Voice«Voices (e.g. FIG. 36.2) is at once the most primal and sophisticated of
figures: it concerns the linear, lyrical aspect of music central to both ‘natural’
plainchant/folksong and the majestically contrived, contrapuntal world of J.S. Bach et al.
As with shimmering, a harmonic field is activated by moving melodic figures, but with a
greater sense of contrapuntal distinctness and clarity. Stepwise motion, a mid-level
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rhythmic vocabulary and limited ambitus characterize these vocal-esque figure-types in
Transfiguration—the prototype being the explicitly texted vocal quotation drawn from
“Der Tod und das Mädchen” which occurs in several different guises throughout.
FIG. 36.2, “Figure-type”: Voice«Voices, example (mm. 74-77)

Not entirely distinct categories, the first two figure-types are presented on a continuum
(FIG. 36.3). Individual lines may proliferate, dissolving into textural masses
(Shimmering) or alternately distill, congealing into monophonic blocks (Voice). Between
these a wide variety of contrapuntal textures—heterophony, polyphony, micropolyphony
—are presented, moving from direct vocal clarity to luminous textural shimmer.
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FIG. 36.3, Texture—Counterpoint continuum

Punctuation plays an articulative role, tearing fissures in the texture, interrupting
melodic momentum and/or setting contrary figures into motion. It also represents
coalescing points: rare tutti moments of unity which punctuate-puncture the prevailing
mood. In the context of a largely nebulous sound-world (ranging from tangled Ives-ian
cacophony to the gently diaphanous) these pointedly direct moments are potently
forceful. Punctuations are generally brass- and percussion-predominant.
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FIG. 36.4, “Figure-type”: Punctuation, example (m. 100)

Transfiguration begins in a state of maximal density (FIG. 37), saturated both
registrally and motivically, only gradually separating into more distinguishable strata.
Quite literally buried (i.e. inaudible, covered) within this sound-mass lie the first hints of
quotation from Shekinah, sounding in three solo violas offset from the rest of the section.
Pitch (harmonic/melodic) discernibility throughout this passage is alternately obscured
and clarified (note how the chromatic cluster in the Violins I-II, div. a 12, solidifies into
the Eb unison of m. 3, only to split apart again into another amorphous glissando
complex). The slow coalescence into distinct figure-types reaches an arrival point at m.
68 (see FIG. 38) where the first Punctuation cuts through the filigree, suddenly revealing
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the moderate-slow cantabile melody (Voice) in the first violins, a monophonic line which
splinters into heterophony, then full-on polyphony (Voices). The arrival of the fullydifferentiated, amalgamated figures from out of the chaos are thus almost immediately
developed as flexibly combinatorial units: here they are both layered temporally (i.e.
simultaneous) and laid-out sequentially (i.e. diachronic or transitional—see FIG. 39).
This initiating move from indistinct to distinct, like a sudden onslaught of
unprocessed memory flashes which gradually sort themselves into a more coherent
narrative, is mirrored throughout Transfiguration in the treatment of Immediacy—
Distance, Tutti—Solo, Disparity—Unity. Like Cherney’s “three-dimensionalization” of
sound in Adieux, Transfiguration parameterizes a sense of distance (both temporal and
physical/spatial) through the implementation of mass orchestral textures which draw
together the preceding three dichotomies. As aforementioned, an overarching gestalt in
Transfiguration involves the combined move from ‘hazy’ saturation to moments of
monophonic clarity; paradoxically, these gradually-revealed snippets of clarity are also
the most temporally distant (being quotations from extant works, ranging from the more
recent Shekhinah to Mahler and Schubert) and fittingly remain shrouded in a cloak of
blue-hazed remoteness, despite their coalesced/condensed singularity. It is as though the
more closely we approach such artifacts, the more distant they become (this is certainly
the archetypical experience of anyone encountering a historically-potent museum piece,
like an original illuminated manuscript from the eleventh century—or a black and white
photograph from the Holocaust; the mystery of the past at once focuses and deepens). I
label this move from cacophonous immediacy to ‘focused distance’ a kind of sonic
archeology which is enacted throughout Transfiguration; fittingly, these archeological
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uncoverings (of Shekinah, of Schubert) involve registral and/or temporal ‘descents’ into
distant worlds—not unlike the dissolved manuscript pages from Seven Images, here
enacted sonically (indeed the score features no unusual notational choices).
FIG. 37, Transfiguration opening (n.b. the first Shekhinah citation, boxed) [OVER]
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FIG. 38, Transfiguration, arrival point after initial discord; at this moment the three primary figuretypes have separated out. Their layering here has syntactical connotations: brass/percussion
Punctuations ‘cut through’ the Shimmering texture in the strings and winds (octatonic clusters in
16ths); relieved of such active filigree, the Voice arc in the first violins sings clearly, revealed in the
silent ‘punctures’ (i.e. rests).

FIG. 39, Transfiguration, Voice®Voices (‘transfiguration’ of figure-types)

Sonic Archeology
The formal shape of Transfiguration involves the sonic archeology of hidden
elements: tracing the shifting presence and absence of Shekhinah, and the relationship
between [solo] intertext and [orchestral] context, reveals one of the major formal
trajectories at work in Transfiguration. The two main intertextual “reveals” of source
material (the first, Schubert, is historical; the second, Shekhinah, personal) occur after
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dramatic fissures: the “Collapse” in m. 97, and the accumulation of “Punctuation” points
in m. 232. The archeological element thus involves a violent split which cuts across/into
the orchestral texture, revealing sonic substrata. Other formal trajectories are registrally
and spatially based, respectively, although all are involved in the transfiguring of “source
material” throughout. FIG. 40 maps these trajectories and other important aspects.
FIG. 40, Transfiguration, formal shape and internal trajectories (see Appendix for larger version)

The boxed text details the evolving role of source materials throughout Transfiguration,
primarily Shekhinah—typically distributed between three offset solo violas. Cherney
alternately thickens or thins, obscures or focuses this intertextual material: solo viola or
viola trio, viola septetet, gli altri viola section or full string section variations control both
the focus and presence of the source material against its larger orchestral backdrop.
Shekhinah thus undergoes four primary types of citation: direct quotation (single viola),
thickened quotation (the entire viola section in unison), “blurred quotation” (the original
spread canonically between three soloists) and mapping (projected onto the entire string
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section). The net result is not just a matter of sonic prominence but has pointedly affective
connotations: when the solo viola alone finally intones the Schubert quotation (by way of
Cherney), it enacts a singular, almost lonely presence within the orchestral world (FIG.
41.1). Later, when this figure is taken up by the entire string section, the connotations are
strikingly different (FIG. 41.2)—is this the communal uplifting of a frail voice by its
community? Or the ‘infection’ of that community by a ghostly presence?
FIG. 41.1, Transfiguration, Schubert quotation (via Shekhinah)—cf. original (below)

Schubert, “Der Tod und das Mädchen” (mm. 12-14)

FIG. 41.2, Transfiguration, Schubert quotation magnified (string tutti)
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Transfiguration does not treat its intertexts as hermetically-sealed objets trouvés;
although the first presentation (m. 3) is seemingly buried within an orchestral cacophony
indifferent to its presence, the quotation is later placed in more porously symbiotic
contexts. The musical relationship between intertext and context thus shifts throughout
Transfiguration, another formal trajectory: pitches or types of melodic motion begin to
migrate freely between the quotations and the surrounding orchestral tissue (FIG. 42).

FIG. 42, Shekhinah infiltrates the surrounding orchestral tissue/texture (mm. 38-43). Symmetrical
harmonies expand outward from the implied D tonic of Shekhinah; its trill figures are widened into
oscillating augmented seconds and thirds (Violin II, Flute 1); wider melodic arcs rise and fall from D
(Flute 2-3), which in turn is given a chromatic double-neighbor harmonization in the Double Basses.

The chromatic neighbor figures around tonic pitches D/A in Shekhinah98 are particularly
prevalent throughout Transfiguration (e.g. the Double Basses in m. 38, above) and begin

98

These chromatic neighbor figures around D and A also relate to the melodic figure Ich bin noch jung from
Schubert’s “Der Tod und das Mädchen” (see FIG. 41.1-2), i.e. D/Eb and A/Bb.
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to inform the general melodic/harmonic tendencies; symmetrical harmonic arrays around
D are also common as a sort of recurring referential sonority (see FIG. 43). The source
material is organically abstracted/extracted into the orchestral tissue (texture) and begins
to live again; this is a most poignant metaphorical enacting of memorialization. Shekhinah,
and the memory of the unknown woman in the photograph, gradually feed into the
orchestral world at large and are in turn sustained by it, symbiotically reviving/honouring
the past while grounding the present in its cultural memory.
FIG. 43, Transfiguration, melodic—harmonic orchestral figures abstracted/extracted from Shekinah

The allusion to Mahler which emerges in the solo cor anglais (starting m. 175; see
FIG. 44.1) is perhaps more complicated in terms of intertexts and musical semiotics:
where does this passageway, this sign, seem to lead or point toward? At a basic level, the
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allusion’s source text (here, Friedrich Rückert) forms a pun with Schubert’s Claudius
setting: Ich bin noch jung! is shifted to Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen: the tragic
irony of “I am still young!” (the dance of death being already underway for the young
Mädchen) modulates to “I am lost to the world” (complete resignation, even peaceful
acceptance of death). On a more intimate level, the Mahler reference (like the Schubert)
is mediated through a personal intertext: the transfigured vocal contour outlined in
English horn features prominently in Cherney’s earlier chamber work River of Fire
(1983), for English horn and harp.99 The orchestral context of this double allusion
constitutes a particularly static moment of calm—one which emerges in the aftermath of
the “Ascending Music” gestalt encompassing the middle span of the piece. The
prolonged, shimmering ‘sweep’ gradually clears the lower- and middle-registers, creating
a sort of blank/empty foreground on which the Mahler allusion emerges.
FIG. 44.1, Transfiguration, allusion to Mahler, “Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen”

99

See Sandy Thorburn, “Like Ghosts from an Enchanter Fleeing: Melodic Quotations as Recognizable Signifiers in
the Works of Cherney,” Institute for Canadian Music Newsletter Vol. 1 no. 1 (2003): 3-7.
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The vocal allusion and its orchestral nesting alike connect to Mahler: the high, static
Shimmering texture above (a reverberating remnant of the “Ascending Music” which
reached its apex in the last section; see FIG. 44.2) and the sudden entry of cowbells in the
percussion (Mahler’s Herdenglocken) both allude to a special episode in the first
movement of Mahler’s Sixth Symphony (FIG. 45). In the Mahler symphony, static
harmonies combined with textural shimmer (note the low pedal-tones and gently looping
tremolo waverings in high strings/celesta) form a backdrop on which the Heerdenglocken
enter for the first time, an extension of the traditional pastoral (out-of-doors) topic.
Cherney alludes to this orchestral backdrop of the symphony but places the song allusion
within it, assigning a transfigured and fragmented “Ich bin der Welt abhanden
gekommen” to the English Horn, another pastoral topic—here marked en dehors, literally
“outside.” It is as if the gradually unfolding reference to Mahler’s song has been placed
within the “outdoor” texture of the Sixth Symphony. The musical landscape (texture-ascanvas) here becomes an open-air stage on which the vocal intertext resounds.
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FIG. 44.2, Transfiguration, allusion in context (mm. 188-199)

FIG. 45, Mahler, Symphony no. 6, mv. I (after rehearsal 21)
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Shekhinah, magnified—Final dissolution
Towards the end of Transfiguration, a violent series of punctuations which cut
across the entire orchestra begin to accumulate and intensify (m. 217 through m. 250),
finally exposing the solo viola intoning “The Dance” (from Shekhinah) in the most
extensive and unconcealed quotation in a world already rife with allusions (see FIG. 46).
FIG. 46, Transfiguration, “The Dance” unveiled (mm. 231-235)

The overall tone of Transfiguration ranges from intense, eruptive, dense, to resigned,
still, mysterious, contemplative—yet this moment of revelation is decidedly jovial, even
blithe, though still rendered in “distant focus” (sounding, with the celesta in mechanized
sixteenths, almost like a tiny music box). “The Dance” builds on the D tonic established
earlier, now modulated to a radiant D-Lydian. The scoring is translucent: celesta/harp and
delicate touches of percussion accompany the solo viola; yet slowly, the upper strings
(including six other solo violas and the entire violin section) join and echo the solo
intertext in a joyous display of imitation, magnification, exultation. The Shekhinah figure
has been stellified (the human made mythical) and proven a true model as her spirit
disperses among the masses, taken up by the section at large. And at a height of hushed
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polyphonic string jubilation, a final punctuation (FIG. 47) clears away all traces of
Shekhinah material once and for all. Throughout the final Coda which follows, no further
reference is made to Shekhinah (nor Schubert nor Mahler), yet a symmetrical harmony
array suspended around that same D continues to resound, the D itself now absent. Thus
encasing an absent core, the disappearance of Shekhinah is rewritten as presence in the
form of the harmonic radiance it leaves behind—the memory itself is all that remains.100

FIG. 47, Transfiguration, Coda (final Punctuation and dissolution of Shekhinah material)

100

Transfiguration is dedicated to the memory of Raoul Wallenberg, a Swedish Schindler-figure who saved the lives
of roughly a hundred thousand Jews during the Holocaust. Like the woman in the photograph, the actual fate of
Wallenberg is not known: he disappeared mysteriously at the end of the Holocaust, perhaps incarcerated in Soviet
prisons, and was finally declared dead in absentia by the Swedish government as late as 2016.
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3.3 CODA—CURTAIN: FRAGMENT

“
Beyond the window at which I am sitting the breeze is
frisking with ten thousand leaves. Sunlight breaks through the
woods in mottled bright patches.
Flowers grow too, in great profusion.
It is a day for some music, actually, although I have no means
of providing myself with any.
For years, wherever I was, I generally did contrive to play
some. But when I began to get rid of devices I had to give up the
music as well.
Baggage, basically, is what I got rid of. Well, things.
Now and again one happens to hear certain music in one’s
head, however.
Well, a fragment of something or other, in any case. Antonio
Vivaldi, say. Or Joan Baez, singing.
Not too long ago I even heard a passage from Les Troyens,
by Berlioz.
When I say I heard, I am saying so only in a manner of
speaking, of course.
Still, perhaps there is baggage after all, for all that I believed I
had left baggage behind.
Of a sort. The baggage that remains in one’s head, meaning
remnants of whatever one ever knew…

”
—David Markson, Wittgenstein’s Mistress (1988)101

101

David Markson, Wittgenstein’s Mistress (Champaign, IL: Dalkey Archive Press, 1988), 15.
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AFTERWORD
We end in the middle of things. Since Transfiguration, Brian Cherney has written
four orchestral works not covered in this thesis:
Et j'entends la nuit qui chante dans les cloches... (1990) for piano and orchestra
Et la solitude dérive au fil des fleuves... (1995) for orchestra
La princesse lointaine (2001) for solo harp, English horn, orchestra
Vers minuit (2002) for orchestra
Other orchestral works omitted for the sake of concision: the earlier Into The Distant
Stillness (1984) and Oboe Concerto (1980). To cover these works would have extended
the scope of my thesis but not necessarily increased its hermeneutic dividends beyond the
framing of texts, textures and intertexts. In other words, these mature orchestral works
echo and reiterate many of the features I’ve identified in Adieux and Transfiguration,
extending the multi-directional network of allusions and instantiations of Cherney’s
family of topics, “figure-types” and archetypes. Transfiguration presents an apotheosis of
Cherney’s work, but is by no means the end of the ‘evolutionary arc’ traced from Two
Songs forward. Cherney’s development after Transfiguration thus becomes fractal rather
than linear: the same or similar patterns of poetic expression play out on ever-new levels
like reincarnated spirits.
I have aimed to show the interconnections between poetic (textual) inspiration,
the rich fabric of orchestral textures, and the networks of meaning opened across various
works, histories, and epochs through quotation; beyond this, the interconnectedness of
Cherney’s own biography and his work as a composer, scholar and teacher has been a
covert but persistent concern throughout this exegesis. In that vein my work continues
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even at the close of this thesis: a celebratory conference marking Brian Cherney’s
seventy-fifth birthday is confirmed and in the midst of planning. Illuminations: Brian
Cherney at 75—to take place at McGill University, October 27-28 2017—will bring
together a host of musicians, colleagues, scholars, and both former and current students
to celebrate the ongoing legacy of Cherney’s life and life’s work alike.
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APPENDIX
FIG. 40, Transfiguration formal snapshot [larger version].
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